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Alfred M. Popma:
A lonely crusade
against cancer
(page 8)
Reflections
Dr. Friedheim Radandt
Chapel - October 12, 1977
If a stranger were to come to the United States and
visit our colleges and universities, looking particularly at
the kind of testing going on in our schools, he might
think that the most important thing people are after is to
distinguish between truth and falsehood; after all, many
tests which you have been taking since you were six years
old have been of the true-false variety. That would be the
impression. Yet these tests don't always reveal what is
true and what is false. I'm reminded of the test given to a
six-year-old during the first few weeks of school. The test
consisted of two pictures-one of a man sitting in an easy
chair in front of a fireplace reading a book, and another
of a man standing in the backyard over a pile of dirt with
a shovel. The question was, "Which one of these two is
working and which is having a fun time?" Most of the
kids marked the man turning over dirt as working. One
girl, however, marked the man reading in an easy chair
as working; the teacher's response was predictable:
"Wrong, you didn't get it at all!" But this little girl's dad
was a college professor. She was actually right. Why is it
important to know the difference between truth and
falsehood?
Is truth always helpful? Martin Buber, the Jewish
philosopher of religion, points out that truth often is
turned into lies, as when we speak to a friend who has
annoyed us again and again, and now we want to "tell
him the truth." But how can my friend accept as true
what I have to say when my goal is to tell him off? He will
not be helped by it because my motives belie the truth I
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am speaking.
Is truth always essential? I remember seeing the offices
of the architectural firm that was putting up the John
Hancock building in Chicago. One office didn't look like
an office at all. It had comfortable chairs, a barrage of
telephones, but no desk. I was told that the occupant of
this office was to ask questions, call around the country,
and think-think of new concepts and suggest new ideas.
The assumption was that the theory behind what we do is
important and that it is essential to find out why we are
doing things the way we do.
I went home and thought about that. As a Christian,
how much time do I spend discovering the theory behind
what I'm saying and doing? Do I understand God's
truths? Thinking is an important part of our
life-thinking about who we are and what we are
supposed to be. Lack of theoretical understanding makes
us superficial. But if the concept of truth were impressed
on our minds we might act differently. If we were to
understand the truths of God for our lives, our lives
might change.
Are all truths equally important? Galileo had to
wrestle with that question. He knew that the earth
revolves around the sun. Should he stand up for that
truth? Should he die for it? I don't know what he said to
himself when he was accused by the Inquisition. Maybe,
he mused, "If they don't want to believe that the earth
revolves around the sun, it'll do it anyway. My standing
up for it doesn't change that fact one bit." With that
kind ofrationalizing he could go back to his comfortable
home and write more books, although watched by the
Inquisition.
Yet many people have had to give their lives for the
truths in which they believed-God's truths. Jesus Christ
is the Savior of mankind-that's the truth for which we
must live. Jesus tells us that people recognize us by the
acts we do, by the very love we show each other. That is a
truth we must live, or people will doubt its reality. If we
live that way we will discover truths-first of all truths
about ourselves but also truths about God. We will
discover our own faithlessness, but also God's'
faithfulness. Christian truth is one that is experienced
and understood in a dynamic relationship between God
and man. If we live by Jesus' commandments we will
understand the full meaning of the truth that we are
totally dependent on God's grace. We could never grasp
that through mere reasoning.
It's something which we catch for our entire lives.
That's why we're at a Christian college, a place where we
reflect on our own experiences and on those of all
mankind, trying to understand God's truths for our lives.
I hope we will use our classes as well as our experiences
with each other to understand Christian truth more so
that we can practice it daily.
Godly Fruit: Wisdom-
Integrating Faith and Learning
by Professor Ronald Nelson
In Scripture the word wisdom is given a rich content.
Isaiah (ch, 28) tells us that it is through a wisdom given
by God that the farmer plows, plants, and harvests.
Included in the gift of wisdom as God granted it to King
Solomon was the kind of knowledge we today would call
natural science. "Solomon," we read in I Kings 4:30-34,
"was wiser than the men of the East or of Egypt ... He
spoke of trees and plants, from the Lebanon cedars to the
hyssop that grows on the walls; he talked about animals,
birds, reptiles, and fishes." The book of Proverbs tells us
that it was with wisdom. conceived in very person-like
terms, that God created the world. In Chapter 8 of
Proverbs Wisdom speaks saying,
I was there when God laid the earth's foundations. I was
beside him like an architect, I was his daily source of joy,
always happy in his presence-happy with the world and
pleased with the human race.
In the New Testament we learn that Jesus Christ is the
Wisdom of God (I Cor. 1:24), the one through whom the
world was created and by whom we are being redeemed
(Col. 1: 15-23). A Christian college must be a place where
wisdom in its manifold biblical meanings is sought after
and found. It is in fact the call of wisdom as we hear it in
Scripture to which we are responding when we go about
our appointed task of integrating faith and learning.
Wisdom, we might say, is the Godly fruit brought forth
when genuine Christian faith is united with the learning
process.
In order to stimulate your thinking about this vital
task of integrating faith and learning, I would like to
outline for you three models. I offer these not as ideas
that have yet to be tried but as types and examples of
what is done and what we can continue to do in fulfilling
the mission of the college. These three types are not
mutually exclusive. Rather they are complementary and
may well be fused together in the work of anyone student
or professor. Each model taken alone suffers from
limitations. We need all three and perhaps others as well.
My typology is not exhaustive.
By learning I simply mean the process of acquiring
knowledge, the process that goes on every day in the
classrooms, laboratories, and dormitories, in the library
and on the playing fields. What I mean by faitb is less
easy to specify. The thrust of the definition of faith
changes for each of the three models, and so as I speak of
each type 1will indicate the sense in which the word faitb
is meant. In order to help you distinguish between the
three models and to assist you in remembering them, let
me suggest three terms we can use as handles. These
terms are SERVICE, TRUTH, and COMMITMENT.
The way of SERVICE conceives of education as
essentially preparatory to a life of work on behalf of
Christ's kingdom. Faith in this model means the way of
life to which the Christian is called, a way of service, a
way of servanthood. The student in this model thinks of
his college studies as preliminary to fulfilling his
God-given tasks in life. He wishes to master certain skills
so as to be effective in his work as a teacher, lawyer,
doctor, librarian, minister or chemist. First comes the
time of learning, then will follow the years of service for
Christ. The teacher's role in this model is to present the
material of his discipline as professionally and helpfully
as possible. He may make no explicit references to
Scripture or the matter of Christian theology in his
teaching, but he understands that he is training servants
for Christ and he sees his own work as a professor in just
such terms of servant hood. For the student, faith and
learning here are integrated in the sense that
responsibility for learning precedes the real work on
behalf of Christ's kingdom.
Wisdom is the Godly
fruit brought forth when
genuine Christian faith is
united with the
learning process
One weakness of this approach is that the college years
may be viewed primarily as a means to an end. The
student might see little bearing of his faith as a Christian
on the immediate process of learning. He may well think
more in terms of his future life as a Christian servant
than of his present life as an apprentice in a scholarly
disci pline.
The second model I've called the TRUTH model
because here faith stands for a body of revealed truths
which the professor or student brings to bear on the
discipline he is studying. He does so in order to test the
truth value of the theories or concepts being put forward
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Dr. Ronald Nelson, Associate Professor of History
"If Jesus Christ is Lord, if the earth is his and the fulness thereof, if God made all things through him and for
him, and if he has called us to be his sons and to reign with him in his universal kingdom, then how can we not be
zealous to learn all that can be known about the history, nature, structure, beauty and strangeness of God's good
creation?"
in his area of scholarship, For instance, if he is studying
philosophy of history, he may derive from the Bible
certain truths about the meaning and goal of history,
With these in hand he will critique the theories of various
philosophers of history: St. Augustine, Marx, Hegel,
Reinhold Niebuhr, etc. He will have what he regards as
an absolute standard by which to make judgments
among these several theorists, A similar approach may
be taken by the student of psychology who finds in
Scripture a particular view of the nature of man which
causes him to affirm or to reject the ideas being advanced
by the current experts in his field-men such as Skinner,
Maslow, or Rogers. Faith then is the body of truths
believed by the student or teacher and integration
consists of bringing these truths to bear on the subject
matter he is learning or teaching.
Our commitment to Christ
should give us delight in
the process of learning, bring
us security in the midst
of the mysteriousness that
surrounds us, and create
in us an openness to truth.
Given the evangelical view of the nature and
inspiration of Scripture, there is much to be said for this
approach. It has been especially favored by some
Christians interested in the natural sciences,
Unfortunately, scholars who've used this model have
sometimes been too prone to fight against new ideas as
they have arisen in such areas as astronomy, biology, and
anthropology. They seem frequently to have drawn their
battle lines in the wrong places and they, or more often
their sons. have had to make embarrassed retreats before
onslaughts of scientific evidence. Christians have had to
learn that interpreting what the Bible may seem to say
about matters of science is a complex issue requiring a
vast knowledge of ancient and modern thought. The
point though is not to throw the model out but to perfect
it through better scholarship.
The other problem with the second model, even when
it is employed in a careful and responsible manner. is
illustrated by reference to the ideas of Professor Nicholas
Wolterstorff in his book Reason within the Bounds of
Religion, (a book, by the way, based on lectures given at
Northwestern College about three years ago). While
acknowledging that "the Bible cannot function on a
black book of theories for the Christian scholar,"
Professor Wolterstorff urges Christians to test the
theories in their field by subjecting them to the truths of
the faith. Wolterstorff writes: "The Christian scholar
ought to allow the belief-content of his authentic
Christian commitment to function as control within his
devising and weighing of theories (p. 72)." In a recent
issue of the Reformed Journal, Professor George
Mavrodes of the University of Michigan reports that he
has had occasion to study Wolterstorff's book with a
group of Christian professors, many of whom have
international reputations for their research achieve-
ments, To illustrate their problem with Wolterstorffs
thesis, Mavrodes writes, "We could not think of, nor
does Wolterstorff supply, plausible examples of (say)
mathematical conjectures or chemical theories which we
might reject because of our Christian commitment, nor
of new research experiments in astronomy which that
commitment might suggest (Reformed Journal, July,
1977, p. 4)." Mavrodes concludes that while the
Christian professor may not want to leave his faith
outside the door of his laboratory, he may well find that
there are fields in which he is not able to bring it in (at
least in the sense of our second model). "Could we say.
perhaps." concludes Mavrcdes. "that the best thing to
do would be to leave the door open?"
There remains for us to consider the third model, the
way of COMMITMENT. Faith in this approach is
characterized not so much by the content of what is
believed as by the element of a heartfelt trust in God.
Here faith is understood as a verb rather than as a noun.
The paradigm of faith in this sense is Abraham who, as
Scripture tells us, left his native city when God called
him, knowing not where he was going but, as Hebrews 11
puts it. looking for a city whose builder and maker is
God. Faith here is not being sure where you are going but
going anyway because of your confidence in the
faithfulness of the One who calls you,
Now the One who calls us is none other than Jesus
Christ. He alone is to be the object of our commitment,
our trust. our faith. We are not dealing in this
commitment model with some vague faith in faith or
some commitment to the search for abstract truth. Jesus
Christ is the sale object ofthe Christian's faith; he trusts
his lite, including his scholarly lite, to this One and to no
other. Now the question we have to face is how does faith
in Christ relate to the actual learning process? Allow me
to suggest briefly three ways in which faith as
commitment and the enterprises of scholarship may be
related.
Our commitment to Jesus Christ. it seems to me, (1)
should give us delight in the process of learning, (2)
should bring us security 111 the midst of the
mysteriousness that surrounds our limited knowledge.
and (3) should create in us an openness to truth.
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Dr. Ronald Nelson, Associate Professor of History
"Learning can be a scary thing, but the man who has faith in Jesus Christ has reason to be confident, unafraid in
the face of intellectual perplexity or mysterious depth. Because he is assured of God's goodness and therefore of
the meaningfulness of the created order. he can live with unanswered questions while continuing to probe to the
limits of his capacity."
If Jesus Christ is Lord, if the earth is his and the
fulness thereof, if God made all things through him and
for him. and ifhe has called us to be his sons and to reign
with him in his universal kingdom, then how can we not
be zealous to learn all that can be known about the
history. nature, structure, beauty and strangeness of
God's good creation? How can we be anything other than
willing and eager to learn to use our God-given gifts in
the pursuit of the scholarly vocations he has given us? In
contrast with the first model, I think we can say here that
learning is valuable for its own sake. It can be like
friendship. a thing rewarding in itself, needing no
pragmatic justification. We are called in Scripture to love
wisdom for itself and not for the benefits it brings. And
this wisdom is not an austere, lifeless thing. It is
celebrative, joyous, delightful in itself. Hear again the
book of Proverbs (9: 1·5).
Wisdom has built her house and made seven columns for
it. She has had an animal killed for a feast, mixed spices
in the wine, and set the table. She has sent her servant
girls to call out from the highest places in town: 'come in,
ignorant people!' And to the foolish she says, 'Come, eat
of my food and drink the wine I mixed. Leave the
company of ignorant people and live. FoUow the way of
knowledge.'
Again in Proverbs 8 Wisdom speaks of her role in the
creation of the world, saying she was at God's side, "his
darling and delight, playing in his presence continually,
playing on the earth, while her delight was in mankind."
How then can we who are the sons and daughters of the
Lord be indifferent to the invitation to take delight in the
feasting and frolicking of Wisdom?
Facing God and his world
should we not be like
the little ones in Sara
Teasdale's poem?
"Children's faces looking up,
Holding wonder like a CUp."
But learning can be a scary thing. It means moving
Into the unknown. It often means leaving familiar, safe,
traditional ideas and seeking intelligently. responsibly.
creatively, boldly. delicately to lay hold of as yet unknown
truths. And often we must admit we do not know, that
the terrain ahead remains mysterious, baffling. The man
who has faith in Jesus Christ has reason to be confident,
unafraid in lhe face of intellectual perplexity or
mysterious depths. Because he is assured of God's
goodness and therefore of the me,~.nin,gfulness of the
created order. he can live wiH~t;~~i~~ji%I!1'1~tNPP:.
while connuumg to probe t()l~iJt)p)til'i;'iP;'!.s.':¢al'l'¢lfY';!Jjk';i:,;';'"
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been freed from the nee. :~Jf:and justify his own
life, the Christian student c . ;'i'>p~iI.t(ftrilth.· He has
received God's gift of love ~{ij,~Ajj'~t,*,Yenabled to
transcend himself. to turn \iJ*~~~fil.way from himself
and to follow the truth th~t:'f1i!iik6ris himrBut, you may
ask, is the Christian ",,,#;;;lIed'b\i his Lord to a child-like
faith? Yes. he is. lliiFWhat characterizes the faith of a
child? Is it primafilydo'~ijjty?li~ink not. Children are
inherently curious: Theyas:!( "Why?" interminably. May.
it 110t be such a spirit of;· worfde:r. and-openness and
expectation thatthe Lord delight".t!' find i*his growing .,;'i:iiL
children" ";:.,- _}'o;'i '.',",-.; •• 'o' .••• ;:,; .c.::. ,":, ..~;> :/-::::':. A.''': -;'~~-:..,' ... '''FI:-U:
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open. expectant in tJ:\e light of the goodness ofil1~~~id. <\.....•,· ; ~.ii.i.j"
Do those of us it Northwestern College deM.re·,) c;-: "',,""0: ".,'
integrate our faith with our learning, tb:grow'JtlFjj{jd:!y ,·,c. <.'
wisdom? Then let us hear the invitation anlhpf@iisi>6f' ..... "i
these words. '.:':;::" ,::':>:-.»~:;,._:. :"";:' .,-: -;;":-' .. '" -".
::: ~~~E:i? r:ei;~::::::;f2~~f~~!: ...."'::(;("l:;~lr!,::""'"
door will be open ."who knocks. (Maf!'I1,,'" ''7,7'8 "':, :i, .
TEV) ,ji; .,. . .. .••':... -: . .: i.'" , .
"Wisdom is the Jif;elPa: ' •..thereforeii~'I'{hdbm,iL1·
and with all thyi*tiing;. . stand@r(Provetbs';"
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Self-expression Skills
(individualized instruction) in the Research Paper,
Grammar and Usage, and Spelling. The reading
program offers several tutorial choices such as Study
Skills, Reading Speed and Comprehension and
Vocabulary Development. The main intent of those
programs is to meet the individual student's needs
through a wide range of options within the courses and
tutorials. For this reason, there are a variety of
instructional materials that a student can choose from.
Also, students are encouraged to progress at their own
pace.
Last year a new program, English for the Foreign
Student, was developed to meet the special needs ofthose
students who wish to become more sophisticated and
adept in English.
Since the teaching style in the Skills Center programs is
primarily one-to-one, Turnwallhas.implernented the use
of upperclass students or ,recentgraduateslLSd2eer tutors.
Some of these assistants volunteer their tbnersome are
paid on workstudy; .and thisyear,fofthe,fitst time.some
are receiving acad~miccreditfora pract~eumexperience.
"I want to see the use'9lfpeeJ;" tutors increase,"
commented Turnwall, ?\'so we can offer quality
individualized instruction~ithout greatly increasing Our
professional staff.':~l\1'w~4.rtherstated thal"itisgoodi9r
students to have arigpportunity to-share tfieir1fnowledge
and skills with others and, at the same time, discover if
they really like to teach.'''
Janine Calsbeek, Director of Print and Publications at
Northwestern, is one of these assistants. SheicOUiIJi~nts,
"In attempting to~elp thoughtful students see tand
correct their,mislakes,'\am discovering the challenges of
"The Self-Expression Skills Center is basically a teacllipg whileil))proviljg, my own writing."
service-oriented program," explained Barbara Turnwall, Cot'nruentipg on the J;]7~8 program Turnwall stated,
Assistant Professor of English and coordinator of the 'This fall 1'75-students a~-'\'enrolled inSkill~Center
center. "We want to instill in our students the confidence courses, These students s",em.motivatelf'iindopen to 'the
that they can do college work." assistance we can give." -, I' ~q
The Skills Center, an innovative program designed to A,udwh~t are these, stu entssayiug about these
develop the student's ability to express himself jn courses? According topne f'te$!>~an, Reading .Speedaud
language, was the 1974 brainchild of Dr. Edward C,?mpreh~fision ha~HimPfoved:"tnyreading .speed hy
Ericson, Jr. who was then Academic Dean. In the late SO~•.Another course, $tui:lySkil!s,;helps me think.clearly
sixties there was a general trend to drop Freshmen as Istudy for te/ts andpo'tmy '<laily assignments."
English as a required course. Northwestern follo)V~djha.t According to one Orange' City'SOphoruore, "Writing II
trend and decided to no longer offer composition. In has shown ine how to wr1ie for' pne e&rumoltgoal, while
time, it became evident that some sort of program to aid givipgmea' clearer understand!Pg and org",niz;'ti'o.p;6f
students in verbal expression was needed. The mYthoughts." , , ,.~ ~~. ,\ .;'
Self-Expression Skills Center was NW's answer. In "Working here, 1 havfdJs£oveteqlhatoften the-most
March of '74 Ericson turned his idea over to the, new important things astm:lel'h l,ills are nol measurable,"
Skills Center co-ordinator, Barbara Turnwall. 'nul eonclui:ledTuruwalI. "We "Iudteslatistiesfrom pre-
major problem she faced was where to begin." ", "", and,p!l~t-testresults to show. ,0 imp.rov(ment, but
In the three years the center has been in exiSlene~;we'i.an'! measurea~ improved attitude toward language
strong programs in reading and writing have Deel'orltn increase in a student's confidence or rootiv.ation,'l
developed. The writing programof"fers'threeeourses'fn ;\nd, 'in fin;ll analysis, !his is, the real k~y to helping,
composition, from remedial to advanCed, and tutorials student~." ' ''"
An innovative
approach to
language arts
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Janine Calsbeek ('76), Director of Print and Publications
"In attempting to help thoughtful students see and correct their mistakes in writing, I am discovering the
challenges of teaching while improving my own writing."
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Alfred M. Popma
From morphine
and mustard plasters
to a lonely crusade
against cancer
Popma at graduation from Northwestern
Classical Academy, 1924.
At the Northwestern College Homecoming foothall game
Oct. 29, President H. Virgil Rowenhorst presented Dr.
Alfred M. Popma of Boise, Idaho, with the 1977
Alumnus of the Year Award. Popma has been
instrumental in establishing the Mountain States Tumor
Institute in Boise, and has become one of the nation's
foremost authorities on cancer control. Popma and his
wife Dorothy [Wiersma] are both 1924 graduates of
Northwestern Classical Academy, and natives of Orange
City. Popma is Northwestern's first Alumnus of the
year.
When Dr. Alfred Popma started to practice
medicine about 40 years ago, "all we had was aspirin,
morphine and mustard plasters. Penicillin and sulfa
drugs were unheard of."
Medicine has since made many advances and Popma,
a native of Orange City, has been at the forefront of these
advances-especially in the area of cancer. Popma's
impressive career both in Iowa and Idaho, where he now
lives, resulted in an "Alumnus of the Year" award from
his Alma Mater, Northwestern College, late in October.
Popma has led a lonely crusade against breast cancer.
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Back in the mid-forties, he decided that women should
learn how to examine their own breasts for signs of
cancer. But the world was not ready for this
"revolutionary" idea.
In an effort to educate women on the procedure. he
made his own film on self-examination, But no one
would let it be shown.
"It was a taboo subject that you just didn't talk about
at the time," he recalls. "The average woman had to find
out she had cancer from her doctor-and by that time,
the lump was as big as a lemon.
"It took years and years for the film to become
acceptable. I was told it was immoral-that you just
couldn't show a movie like that. The problem was
modesty. You don't show your breast to anybody and you
don't look at anybody else's."
Popma made his film in his own bedroom with a model
hired for $10. He had copies made and sent around the
state of Idaho. The reaction was initially good. So he then
spent about six months trying to convince officials in
New York and Washington that a film on
self-examination should be seen by every female in
America. He met with no success. Finally the American
Cancer Society and Public Health Department came up
with the money to re-make the film in a professional
fashion and produce copies that could be viewed by the
public.
But due to the "taboo" nature of the film, it could only
be shown if a nurse or physician were present: "It was
tied down to so many rules and regulations that it had a
hard time getting off the ground."
But today, at age 71, Popma takes great satisfaction
that the film has been seen by more women than any
other produced. And there is no way to know how many
lives have been saved by it.
Cancer has personally touched the lives of Dr. and
Mrs. Popma. Their 16 year old daughter died from
cancer of the spine.
After the diagnosis, she had only six months to live.
During that time. Popma remembers that he received
scores of letters and phone calls-all from people with a
secret cure for the disease. "To me that was a terrible
thing to have to live through," he says. "Here 1 was-her
father-knowing that she was going to die and I'd have
these people trying to give me false hope."
He was never tempted to try any of the secret cures, he
says. "She had what I thought was the best of care and
our main idea was to keep her comfortable because we
knew she couldn't live," he says about his sick daughter.
Popma puts no stock in Leatrile, the controversial
"cure" for cancer. Many patients who claim miracle
cures because of Leatrile have been under more
conventional treatment for their cancer, says Popma.
Hence he believes that they mistakenly attribute their
Dr. Alfred M. Popma ('24), Alumnus of the Year and authority on cancer control
"Breast cancer was a taboo subject that you just didn't talk about in the mid-forties. The average woman had to
find out she had cancer from her doctor-s-and by that time, the lump was as big as a lemon.
"It took years and years for the film (on self-examination) to become acceptable. The problem was modesty."
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recovery to the substance.
"I know that some people feel better when they try
these quack remedies-at least for a while-because
they've been given such glowing promises," he says. "But
it doesn't do any good. Leatrile is the same as other
quack remedies. I've seen too many people who've taken
it. And I've seen them dying."
Popma has worked with cancer patients during most
of his medical career and says that it's not pleasant to see
so many people die: "The best you can hope for is that
you've done all you can to save them."
He feels that there must be a point at which medicine
gives up trying to maintain life in those who are
terminally ill or very old. "I am not an advocate of all
those hoses and tubes they use in people," he said.
"Doctors today seem to think they have to do everything
to prolong life-tubes in the nose, mouth, veins, bladder
and so on. Even when they know very well that the
patient is going to die."
He said he asked an Orange City doctor to remove the
tubes and hoses from his mother who was dying at the
Orange City hospital. She was 88 years old and when
Popma was told she was "slipping" badly, he said "I
asked the doctor to do me a favor-to pull out the tubes
and stop the intravenous and to give her only what she
needed to keep comfortable. She died comfortably in
three days."
"I think I told him the right thing," Popma now
speculates.
He says a friend once complained to him that his
mother. in her eighties, had been saved by the use of
machines after a serious stroke. She came out of the
hospital as a vegetable, the friend said, and for the past
five years. has been unconscious. "Why do those doctors
do that?" the friend asked Popma.
"I think they did the wrong thing," said Popma.
"They left her perfectly helpless."
By Georgia Doppenberg '71, Courtesy, The Democrat
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Vision of Expansion
President H.V. Rowenhorst looks forward to the new
year with great anticipation, "realizing that 1978 will be
a time when we initiate plans to fulfill definite needs of
Northwestern," he says. The vision is an expanded
Northwestern, and Rowenhorst will spend much of the
year explaining these needs and dreams for expansion,
asking for support. A Student Center-Physical Fitness
Center and a Chapel-Fine Arts Performance Center are
the needs to be dealt with by Rowenhorst, the Board of
Trustees, and the rest of the Northwestern family,
Presently Northwestern's Student Center facilities
consist of a small Student Union in the basement of
Union dormitory, an inadequate place. The proposed
Student Center will contain better game rooms and
snack bar, plus large lounge areas, The dim dungeon of
an art gallery in Ramaker Library basement will house
badminton, and indoor track, plus men's and women's
locker rooms.
The second phase of Northwestern's building project is
the Chapel-Fine Arts Performance Center. According to
Rowenhorst, "As we continue to emphasize the Christian
mission of Northwestern, it is important to emphasize the
total chapel program." The present chapel is inadequte
and not conducive to worship, but the new complex will
include a worshipful place for daily chapel with a
9OO-seat sanctuary and a large stage. This building will
add beauty to the campus as the focal point, showing in a
meaningful way that Northwestern is a Christian
community of learning, The center will include the
chaplain's office and adequate rooms for rehearsals and
counseling services.
Plans include the renovation of the recently purchased
Proposed Student Center.
more books, with an aesthetic gallery included in the new
Student Center. Presently non-existent student offices,
including those for the student newspaper staff and
social life chairman, will be included, in addition to a
post office, an expanded college bookstore, and a badly
needed film/drama theatre.
Needs for the Physical Fitness complex revolve around
the lack of physical fitness and recreation facilities in the
college and community. Many students come to
Northwestern from high schools where numerous
facilities were available, and they need and want to
continue this physical activity, proven by Northwestern's
expanded intramural program. Plans for the Physical
Fitness Center include areas for non-varsity sports
including handball, racquetball, basketball, volleyball,
industrial building immediately west of Fern Smith Hall
into the Student Center-Physical Fitness Center, costing
2.2 million dollars. This complex is expected to be
completed by the end of 1978.
Decisions on the Chapel-Fine Arts Performance
Center will be finalized at the April Board of Trustees
meeting. To be built east of Fern Smith Hall, it is
expected to cost 1.3 million dollars.
In addition, Northwestern's vision of expansion
includes 1.5 million dollars for the general fund, to offset
rising operating costs, and one million for endowment, to
provide added stability to the ongoing operation of the
college. The long-range objective is to secure
commitments to develop an eventual endowment of
$20,000 per student, or 15 million dollars.
-10-
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Dr. H.V. Rowenhorst, Northwestern College President
..As we continue to emphasize the Christian mission of Northwestern, it is important to emphasize the total
chapel program. OUf present chapel is inadequate and not conducive to worship, but the proposed new complex
will include a worshipful place for daily chapel with a 9OO-seat sanctuary and a large stage. As the campus focal
point. this building will show in a meaningful way that Northwestern is a Christian community of learning."
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Intramurals
Something for everyone
What sort of sport will attract over 330 active
participants every night? None other than intramural
volleyball! Played in coed teams, volleyball is the most
popular of the 12 sports offered in Northwestern's
excellent intramural program under the direction of Stan
McDowell and his assistant Ellis Scheeve!.
McDowell, who is also tennis and cross country coach
and an instructor in physical education, took over the
intramural program in 1974. Scheevel, Heemstra Hall
supervisor, began as assistant in 1976. Their
responsibilities include supervising all the activities,
paper work, scheduling, and finding referees and other
officials for the events.
When McDowell took over in 1974, four sports were
offered for men and two for women. Since then the
program has expanded to include flag football,
miniature golf, tennis singles, tennis mixed doubles.
coed volleyball, basketball, basketball HORSE, bowling,
pool, ping pong, foozball, and slow pitch softball, all for
both men and women. Over 450 students and faculty
participate in one or more of the 12 sports offered.
Why these twelve sports? "One of our big concerns
was offering the same number of sports for women as for
men," explained McDowell. "These sports seem to meet
that requirement plus others."
The first year golf was offered it was nine-hole. Due to
time conflicts and low participation, it was changed to
miniature golf, causing participation to more than
double. Basketball is very popular, Women play the Iowa
high school girls' rules, as the result of a campus vote.
Men play with five-man teams. In softball the decision to
play slow pitch softball, not fast pitch, was made to
prevent a team with a good pitcher from dominating the
game. Sports like foozball, ping-pong, and pool offer
individuals opportunities to shine, and also promote the
use of the student union and its facilities.
"We try to offer something for everyone," smiled
McDowell.
What about rules? "The only rule we have is that
anyone who is on the varsity team in the same sport or
lettered in that sport the year before cannot participate,"
commented McDowell. "That eliminates the dominant
players. "
Another aspect of the intramural program is the "Fun
and Fitness" club. Shirts and patches are awarded to
those who meet qualifications. To become a member of
the club, participants must either jog 100 miles, bike 250
miles, or swim 40 miles. "Fun and Fitness" is in its
second year. "The benefits of this are clear," McDowell
remarked. "It provides incentive as you set goals. You
learn something about self-discipline."
Why the success of the intramural program? "Several
reasons," reflected McDowell, "but the biggest is that
students and faculty know the program is well organized.
When I was in school we had no intramural director and
often had to wait to have things set up or to start playing.
That doesn't happen anymore."
-12-
Paul Delger, Junior
"lntramurals give the students an opportunity to get away from the books for a while, and get to know more
students. This is something that would not happen as often without intramuraIs."
A tangible sign of leam unity is symbolized in slmllar shlrls worn by team
members from Ibe same Door. This is but on. of lb. many beneDIs of lb.
lntramnral program.
"Other reasons involve the increasing percentage of our
students, both men and women, who have played high
school athletics but are not able to participate in varsity
athletics here," he continued. "Also there is more
concern about being physically fit. That is important to
most of us."
Team sports in intramurals are arranged according to
living situations. "Before 1974 the teams were chosen at
random," stated McDowell. "Now they are done
according to living quarters. We see some real benefits,
the most obvious one being increased social interaction
among the floors. A feeling of unity develops. One
tangible way this is reflected is by wing shirts. The
students think of a theme for their floor or wing and all
wear shirts displaying the motto, often including their
name.
"We have also designed an all sports trophy for the
living area that has the best overall team," continued
McDowell. "The team must consistently finish high. We
have two trophies, one for the men and one for the
women."
"My one disappointment is the inadequate facilities
our current gym provides," said McDowell. "Trying to
schedule intramurals around varsity team practices,
games and classes causes some administrative
headaches. "
"Intramurals provide opportunity for social
interaction, exercises, fun, and improvement of skills,"
concluded McDowell. "I enjoy them and, from the
amount of participation, I think it is safe to say that
many others enjoy them, too."
-13-
Cliff Leslie
- a
Making love
a verb
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Driving the van. Painting. Playing ping-pong. Talking.
Repairing broken equipment. Teaching. Eating.
Praying.
Cliff Leslie is a people person, who works at making
love a verb. What's most important to him? "Letting the
love of Christ work through me," said Cliff with a smile.
"I love people, especially the students at Northwestern."
One is not at the college long without realizing that
Cliff, who serves as Director of Physical Facilities, does
have a gift for working with and for people.
"A big part of my job is fixing things that others
break," reflected Cliff. "It is easy for this type of work to
be depressing. But I never wake up dreading the day or
the work ahead of me. I try to be in good spirits, trusting
that God will provide for each day in the way He sees fit."
To what does Cliff contribute his unusually cheerful
nature? "To the inner peace Jesus Christ gives me," said
Cliff, "and nothing else. We must love Christ and claim
him as our Savior. As we do this the Holy Spirit will work
in us. God does not force himself upon us, but the more
we crave his leading the more he'll guide."
"There is room for sorrow," he went on. "In 1960 we
lost a four-year-old daughter, who died of leukemia.
That loss caused me great sorrow, but also joy from the
assurance that she is now in heaven."
"I am not always in a good mood I'm certain,"
continued Cliff, "but when I become aware of my mood I
try to change it."
Cliff is often found in the Student Union at noon hour
eating lunch, playing ping-pong, or talking with students
and faculty. He also teaches a college age Sunday School
class at Trinity Reformed Church (Orange City) with his
wife Wilma, or "Jo" as she is known in Orange City. 10
teaches fifth grade at Maurice-Orange City Elementary
School.
Their Sunday School class is dealing with the
disci piing process of Jesus Christ. "OUT class revolves
around discussion," explained Cliff. "My wife and I take
turns teaching and often split into small groups and
discuss the topics."
Cliff has been active at Trinity for many years. His
responsibilities have included Sunday school superinten-
dent, youth sponsor, and Sunday school teacher at many
different levels.
Cliff and 10 have lived in Orange City since 1954.
Previously Cliff was in the Navy Hospital Corps for eight
years. During this time Cliff and Jo were married and
had a son Larry, who is now married to the former Pam
Dertrnan'Z'Z. Larry operates a painting business in
Orange City. The Leslies' other children, Linda '76,
Sharon and Sheryl, were born in Orange City. Linda is
currently employed as Director of Christian Education at
Grant Reformed Church in Grant, Michigan. Sharon
and Sheryl attend Maurice-Orange City High School.
I
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Cliff Leslie, Director of Physical Facilities
"Our witness for Jesus Christ has to come from the way we live. Stewardship is not just money, it is your lifestyle.
So many people today seem to be afraid to take a stand for Jesus Christ."
1
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Cliff LeoDeIs more llian a famillar face on campus-he's a good friend to many stodents, .taff and faculty. Be it fixing an electric outlet,
checking a radIator, Or talking willi peeple 10 the hall, CllII's desire is to "iet llie love of Christ work through me." Committed to
Northwestern, CUll' commented that his wife olmu say. lliat Paul Muyskens and he ''put the college to bed at night and woke It in the
morning." ClUJ LesUe-dedlcated to making love a verb.
The Leslies spent nine years on a farm before moving
to town. Following this move Cliff began a painting
business in Orange City.
Beginning in 1970 Cliff was bothered by a nerve
problem in his right hand, which, in October of 1973,
forced him to have surgery. Following his recovery in
March. 1974, Cliff joined the staff at Northwestern.
The Leslies have dedicated their home and their lives
to Jesus Christ. "Anyone, especially college students, are
welcome in our home," explained Cliff. "Our witness for
Jesus Christ has to come from the way we live.
Stewardship is not just money, it is your lifestyle. So
many people today seem to be afraid to take a stand for
Jesus Christ. Perhaps this is because we are afraid we will
make mistakes, but we have to realize that we will all
make mistakes. One way to witness is to share your life
and your home with others."
Cliff claims to be a "work-aholic." ''I'm not very good
at taking vacation," he said with a smile. "Work is
therapy in itself. I like to be busy." Cliff also enjoys
hunting and fishing but confesses he has not done either
for several years.
"I enjoy all kinds of events," he continued. "I
appreciate anything from music to athletics and am
grateful that I have the ability to experience so many
different kinds of events."
"My life is rather a simple one," concluded Cliff. "But
God has been so good to me that I can't keep quiet about
it. "
Cliff Leslie-a lover of Jesus and a lover of people. One
of many who makes Northwestern a community of
believers where love is an action word.
-I S-
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20 named to
Who's Who
Twenty 'N(}rthw~t~rfiSttidents
were named to the 1977-78 edition
of "Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges and Ifni-
ve rsities." .Campu S ..' .nominating
committees 'and'edltors.of •.•the
annual directory have included the
namesof these students based-on
theit ucadernic-uchievement, ser-
vice-to thecQOlmtlIiity.lciLdership
in •.extra-currlculac-actlvitiesvand
future potential. Those included
are.Delmar Brink, Leanne De VOS.
Nina Evans, Mark Heijerman,
Carla Hettinga, nan Kappers,
Deflise.Kntt4sen ••.Stepryen ..~~lJY
chia, Margo Slickers, Pete Steven-
son. Daryl Ter Horst, Susan Van
Aartsen, . Dale Vander . Brook)
Linda Vander Maten, Judy
Vander Stoep, Mary Vande
Zande, Scott Van Zyl. John
Weygandt. Earl Woudstra and
Karen (De Boer) woudstra.
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$38,200 and still cou~ti~g
The eighth annual Northwestern Van EngelenhoveJ1 ('65) (center)
nays Drive conducted by the coordinated the drive with the help
business .rtftd.pr~~esslo!lal.~~1)_of .o(tearn• c;aptain~.Marvil(~J1dCOn
Orange City exceeded the victory Muilenburg, Del De Haan, Gary
goat of $32,000 and the challenge Ohm, Chuck Chabela and Bill
goal of $35,000, bringing in .Foreman. According to a college
$38,200 in gifts and pledgeS thus spokesman, "I.t costs about
far. Chairman Dwayne Plender $10,000 for one Instructional day
(lett) and assistant chairman, Dave at Northwestern and we have
asked. the business ·c.qmtntlliity to
provide enongh money lot us
operate forthree ·Qays)'· A¢corowg
t<r•Dwayne ..Plendee, chairman,
''..NorthwesternhaSadirect
econcmic. Impact-von ,..()ul'C()rn~
munity. Besides being one of the
largest employers in Sioux County,
it aiso brings in students who have
money for tuitionj~()Otnandboard
andolher rieCessitie~This mOrtey
becomes·patiot'ourecol1Qmy ••Nor
can we forget the cnltural and
educational· benetits· Northwestern
offers. Their dramatic prodnc-
tiQnsr'· .art. ··exhibitions>··.musical
concerts, sports· events;:ts ~eU .3S
StlIdetlt ·'itrvolvemen{inthe ..area
churches and schools is of great
valriet6' •the .conunun ity;p
Robert Wallinga, Director of
f)~v~loPl11ent'at Notthwestern, is
shown congratulating Plender and
Van Engelenhoven for their work
itl .the. drive;
NW awarded grant
-
Vice·Presidenf for .:A,caclelUic
Affairs Friedheim Radand t reo
cently announced that North-
western has been awarded a $3.000
grant from Northwest Area
Foundation's PROJECT EXAM-
INATION. The grant will bensed
tQevaluaie·andirnprove- 'acad~rnic
strengths and learning effective-
ness,
Ac¢ording.tQRatlandt,H$uccess
requires that olltgr-~dtlat~sexhibit
valtiesandcoflvictionsfot. which
westand;Qrte ex.ample i5a
NorthwesternalumnU$, now t\
senior. ingraduaie school, writing
about the pressures hefaces>as he
plans to begin his professional
practices: 'j am tbankful that the
rnofaI···vaJueS .and theidflft of
brotherhood of all men . . .
incu lCafed iritot11eat Northwestern
have enabled me to rise above such
pre~~ut~i~ptar;,I
Questi6nsremairi. however. and
the grant will be used to
investigate answers to these
questions: Arethe outcQmes •of .the
education Northwestern College
provides· alwa.Ys: tha f •clearaut:i
positive? Is ~W's coreprOgrarn. in
its'pr~senf· fpl'n1.apOsltive factor?
Are- .•thereways togivetnor~
substance >10•.theexistitig -cross-
culturafrequirement arid·to th~
$eniClrsef11inar in general. studies?
How can NW realize its goal of
making residence halls part of the
l¢Arning experience·for .each
student?
.PJansforthe. grant inClude
conducting workshops for faculty,
administtators,ttttsfeesjand stu-
deritsonbtinging about changetn
teaching attitudes, inclJrriculutn
strucfurc;aIldinthe way the
college functions; beginning a
procedure fot planning that
ipvolyes·admirtisfratorSr faculty
andstudents; detailing an advising
system tbat will assure NW qf an
itldividuaHie.dacademic . pr(J~
granlrnirtgfor.· each .stud~nti
including • both • curricular and
co-carricu lar ..activities,
Northwestern has also been
invited .bythe ...P()undatioit •to
subniit a proposal fQr <l successive
~nd· nH,JtesubiStantiat grant.
Blood Bank Drive
Northwestern studenfs partici-
pated in the Siouxland Blood
Bank Drive at the beginning of the
school year.
Borgman to teach
at experimental
college
Dr. Paul Bergman; Associate
Professor of English, has been
named one of ten facult;ymembers
to leach at an experimental college
in, Mfline .next summer-
Borgtnalt's·.appIicatiQfl·Was
selected from 26 excellent pro.
pesals, according to Gary H.
Quehl, President ofthe Council for
the Advancement of Small
Colleges (CASC). Other area
professors selected are Arthur J.
Dejong of Central College in Pella
and Orville S. Sigurdson of
Angustana Colle!!" in Sloux FaJls.
College I, a model eollege in
whjchparfi(}u1llrcurlic111at ...ideas
will be explored, is the first
experimental college of CASCo
llorgmap •will .teach a •course jn
COllegeI dealing with the theme of
leisure: .HTelevisioI1aitd. the
P:toplenlofLelsure: Uses of
Storytelling."
Van presented
A.new •twelve passenger van .was
recently purchased for NW as the
result of a gift from the First
Refnrmed Church of Sioux Center.
Paul Muyskens ('48), Vice Presi-
den! for Financial Affairs and
Long Range Planning, said that
the air conditiolle<lvanbas. g:r~t
adaptability and will be used often
by students at NW. The funds are
a stewardship project of the
church.
VanderLaan
president
M ti Harold Vander· Laan'49,
Registrar, was elected President Of
the Upper Midwest Associaiion of
Collegiate Registrars and Ad-
rrtisstons Qfficers~t a recent
meeting held at South Dakota
State University in Brookings.
This professional organization is
composed ot college and university
personnel ~'ho areaciministraror$
in the areaS of admissions and
records.
t
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Off to the Bahamas and Britain
Living and learning experiences planning and solutions in isolation
have become one of the themes of ofthe accumulated effects of time.
Northwes1:ern'sedticational pro- This is like performing surgery or
gram. The. idea is fnflltratlng all treating an illness before exploring
departments ».especially the. sociol- the cause."
osy department. The latest "I certainly hope the college
experiences were trips. to the continues. this type of learning
British Isles in August and the experience," continued Nancy
Bahamas in January. Schoep of Orange City. "It has to
In Beirain.v'ourperspective.was be the best way to learn, actually
that cf v histcrieal sociol()gy.' going to see the things you are 11
looking at the development of the reading about. It. broadens your ~
social institutions within their outlook on life and is art enriching .
historical context," stated Dr. Experience beyond words." .
Stephen Cobb, Associate Professor Bight students and Ben Wiese,
of Sociology. "For too long, social Associate Professor of Sociology, • t· "
planners, critics, and others, have accompanied Cobb on the trip to
assumed they could analyze, the British Isles. while twenty-two
critiqueartd develop ·effective students traveled tothe Bahamas.
Stouffer Memorial Scholarship
to be awarded at NW
Northwestern College President
Virgil Rcwenborst announced
recently that Northwestern College
hlisbecomethereeipientof the
Oscar Fern Stouffer Memorial
Scholarship.
The $SOQO SCholarship was
established by Miss BlsieM.
Stouffer of Mesa, Arizona.
According to Miss Stouffer, the
scholarship is "dedicated to the
encouragemenfand .assistance of
students whopossessthe potential
of demonstrating to their fellow-
men thai loyalty, dependability
and the willingness to try to
understand their problems and
work for solu tions are. necessary-«
students with a seriousness of
purpose and the ab iiity to
recognize the need to. be helpers
rather than receivers of the good
things of life."
President Rowenhorst com-
mends Miss Stouffer for her vision
in recognizing the need for quality
Christian higher education.as well
as providing the;resources to
achieve the goal.
EnglishProfs to MIA convention
Dt.PaulBorgman,Associate
Professor of English, and Dr. Roy
Anker, AssisfantProfessorof
English. par ticipated in the
Modern Language Associatior,
Annual Convention inChicago last
December. Borgman. supported
by several panelists, presided at
meetings entitled "Updike'S Latest
Fiction and His Progress as a
Novelist" and·jThe •. Pilgrim's
Progress: Christian Fiction .since
1945." At the latter session Anker
presented. a paper on Thornton
Wilder. The annual convention 'of
the Modern Language Associa tion
is the largest meeting of its kind in
the humanities field.
280 come for Focus weekend
Focus Weekend broughfin
some 280 high school students and
their sponsors (from Colorado to
New York) for a time of getting
acquainted with Northwestern.
Activltles for the weekend .in-
eluded a Raider football game
with Upper Iowa (a team coached
by nennls Caryl '64), an
opportunity to meet with pro..
fessors, a movie. a basketball game
(NW vs. aarbatos National), an ice
cream social. and a special Sunday
morning worship service featuring
several college fine arts ensembles.
Students also experienced dorm
life-sleeping and eating in
dormitories and getting ac-
quainted with Northwestern stu-
dents.Northwestern sponsors
"Focus on Northwestern,i to
acquaint highschool students with
college lite, particularly at North-
western.
Just for fun
Michele Potts. resident half
director at Fern Smith Hall!
recently conducted a New Games
Festival solely for the purpose of
having fun. Adults and children
(including sophomore. Bruce Hop,
shown flying) were encouraged to
\~--
/
attend the festival where new
games were taught and played,
Michele became aware of the New
Games at Azusa. Pacific College in
California while completing her
master'sdegree,
Guest artists sing & dance
John Scammon, a concert
guitarist, lutist and vihuelist, and
Warren Hoffer, a .tenor.ipresented
a classical guitar and vocal concert
at .NW on December 2. Both
artists are Assistant Professors of
Music at Arizona SUite University
and have collaborated in concerts
devoted to music for voice and
vihuela.dute ami guitar from the
fifteenth century to the present.
The concertwas sponsored by the
NW Cultural Affairs Committee.
Lamb's Players .Mime Troupe
presented a full length show,
"Who Was That Masked Man?"
lasr October in the College Chapel.
Lanlb's Players isa dramatic arts
company based ill San .Diego,
California.
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The After Dinner Players, a
Houston-based group of actors;
presented "Jonah" ..and "Para-
graph·'althe NW Playhouse last
September. 'The scripts focused on
Bibte personatities and twentieth
centuryIndividuals who confront
the claims. of Christ In per-
fomtance, the Players purpose to
exploreBtblical principles.idem-
onstrating their validity today,
Their director, Jeanette Clift
George, played Corrie Ten Boom
in ·the movie "The Hiding-Place.'
Found Free, a lively coil·
temporary musical., group from
OldeTowneMiuistries; ]ne; in
Philadelphia, performed at North-
western Sept. 25.
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Splendor Is the wo~d f"r
Northwestem's "Play "f Christ·
mas," Jeatorlng stained glass
windows, lilo~ical chants and
medieval costumes [ah<tveJ."Cin·
dereUa ••• 8$ ne"et told befot:e"
was splendid In a different way as
,tepsister Esmerelda [Nina Evans]
asked, ~'Ain'tI beautiful, rna?"
From Cinderella
to splendor
"Cinderetla-s-asnever tcld be-
fore" was the 1977 Fall Theatre
and Children's Play preduction of
the NW College Theatre and
Speech Department. The produe-
tion was "Improvisational. '.which
means' tha ttht action and
dialogue. were-created in the
process of rehearsal. All the
ro rna nee and ch:armof the.
we:n~loved . story .was .. preserved,
with. new approaches ihChat3cter~
izafion,p!oviding. 3rt excitingtwist
and fresh departure from the
traditionaL Costume designer was
john Weygandt: junior frpm
Sheboygan Falls, who worked in
conjunction v,'ith Uirector$teve
PederSQfl,rechl'lkal .Dil'edot
Keith Allen, and Assistant
DirectQrSteven Branch. junior
from Rapid City.
IlThe·.Play·of Christ masH, an
adaptation of a 13th century
liturgical· play; .was. presented in
Decem ber by the Departments of
l'h~atrelSpeech and. Musjc ·unq~,r
t~e. d irectioll.· .of 'steve . Pederson
with Keith Allen as technical
director and Kimberly Utke as
musicdirectot;Approximately 70
sfudent~were ..·involved· in some
f.cet of the play with nine
perfonnances given. A pro·
fessfoilalcosiUmedeslaner",as
hired through gr.nt from the
lowa.Arts.Council to design and
direct COstume construction. Kim·
berb'LJtke .. C:oordinatedmuslc
from liturgical·.· plays· with.a few
original pieces written in the
period style.
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Concerts and a new organ
Senio~student recitals. were part of.theThank~givingcelebra~
presentedb¥ .Rod·. Anderson, tion. Directors.for the concert were
pianQ;·.Minda .:Harrnelink -. voice Dr •. Herbert Ritsema, .Kimberly
and trumpet; Pam Dengler, voice; Utke and Mary Wielenga.
Deb Muyskens, piano; Kent De Minda Harmelink, senior from
Iongh, voice; Twila Ten Clay, Rock Valley, recently conducted
trombone: •.and Daryl ..Ter •.fiorstj3Il elementary .tnusiceducatiQn
oboe. Students. wcre.Trcm ·ihe seminar. on the college ·ca~pus~
studios of -Mrs.-'.Annette·Ebetly; Wi.th. audience participation.
Dr. Rodney Jiskoot and Dr. Minda explored the techniques
Herbert Ritsema~and methods of various music
The Music Department pre- educators such as Orff, Laban,
sented a Sunday afternoon concert Kodaly and Dalcroze. Minda is
with a Thanksgiving theme on majoring in vocal and instru-
November 20, A variety of mental music with a vertical
instrumentaland vocnf selections certlflcation.
were.performed under thedlrec- •...Othertlewsin· .•thefuusic
tion.ofMuskDepartment.Chail',. department is.·the arrival ..of the
man, Dr. Rodney Jiskoct, The 49·rank three- manual Phelps
brass.choir. ~hapel.chQir~women·sorga!ll.·co-ownedby ..Northwestern
chorus; NW College symphonette. College and American Reformed
acappella choir and .organ were Church.
On tour or bust!
Having .,recovered frOm their Jersey, .and Massachuset~..The
Chnstmastour through Iowa, .the tourwill takeplaee during spring
Choral Readers, under the break.
direction of R. Keith Allen, will The Concert Band, directed by
head out again, this time to South Dr. Herbert Ritsema, plans to tour
D~kgta; ..Montana, .:',¥f ashmgton, from Iowa to the Denver area from
Idaho, Colorado and Kansas. The April 10·14. If any alumni and
tour is scheduled for March 23 to friends would like to host them
April 4. andarrange~oncert:srDl"the·.bahd
The Acappella Choir,directed during this time. please contact
by Kimberly Utke, plans to travel Dr. Ritsema. NW College Mosie
easl into the states of Michigan, Department.
Pennsylva nia, New York, New
Lecturers from Pasadena,
Austria, and in-between
Dr. Erik von Kuehnelt.Leddihn, Rev, Artis Fletcher, pastor of
a world famous Aostrian-Catholic the Mendenhall Voice of Calvary
scholar and lecturer, spoke at iIlW Church in Mendenhall, Mississ·
on November 7 and 8. He waS also sippi, \\'as. a . guest speaker ..on
a geest speaker here last fall. He campus November 14·20. Voice of
spok~'onvari¢tlssubje~ts. in. Calvary is aCQmrnunity centered
elUding "The Hellenic Rpots of self..help program whose primary
Westexn.C:i\1lization;~;.·.'·Al'nerica purpose, ..•·.is•. to .etevate •.. ~ople
and EuropB-lhe Great Mis. economically. socially, iu'tellec·
understanding", "The Near East tually and physically, and to
Today", and "Eeumenlsm-Fake acquaint them with Jesus Christ.
and Genuine/' . . R~v.C~uckMUlertformer
Dr. Richard Lovelace, Professor Youth Pas.or at the Lake Avenue
of Church History at Gordon· Congregational Church in Pasa.
Conwell Theological Seminary in dena, led a Discipling Ministry
SoPth. HamiIto~, MaSsachusetts; SeminaratNWat the beginning of
spoke on "Evangelical Awakening: the school year. Questions dealt
Past;. •Present. F'utu retJ last. with.· at the· ·.sem'nar· .included:
November. Dr. Lovelace has heen What is a blbilical, discipling
active i1l the evangelical renewal lifestyle? What are the biblical
rrtovemetttsjn the United P('eSby- priorities ()fthe Christian Hfe?
terian Church, the Southern What are the goals of a
Presbyterian Chureh, the Uniled disciple·making church? How can
Merhodist ChuTch and the Scripture be more than an
Episcopal Church. information book?
·19-
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"No day is over
if it leaves
"a memory •.•
Homecoming Day, October 29,
started out as a rather dismal, wet
and gloomy day, but in spite nfthe
weather, ..the '. trlOfhingparade
scheduled for ten o'clock was one
of the best ever. Several area high
school and junior high bands
participated along with several
entries from the college (faculty,
students, clubs~dorms)JOrange
Gity, surrounding communities
andtalumnl groups~ Jim ..Vander
Velde '69, a member ofthe board
of the Alumni Association,
coordinated th.;'·parade assisted by
Colleen Korver, College Student
Senate Representative -,The rains
held off and by game time the
weather-was beautiful, with Coach
Korver's Red Raiders defeating
Sioux Palls. A reception for all
alumni-and visitors was held at the
Student Union Lounge. Shawn
Dulsterrnars, daughter of Dave
('51) and Marvella Huisman ('51)
Duistermars, was 1977 .College
Homecoming Queen, with Deb
Muyskens, Judy Vander Stoep,
Pam Dengler, and Margo Slickers
serving onthe court, Judy Vander
Stoep .and Verlyn .Boone were
chairmen of Homecoming, with
the theme. HNoday is: over •if it
leaves' a memory."
DenHartog named
irresistible
Bryan Den Hartog, freshman
from Sheldon, was named "Mr.
Irresistible" for 1977 festivities
during annual Dutch Treat Week.
with Mark Adamson, Paul Jensen,
John De Wall and Jim Christensen
as other candidates.' Chairmen for
Dutch Treat Week were Sue
Boone and Duane Feekes, Other
activities 'for the week' lncludedu
recital, volleyball,amovie,an
alumni vsv Northwestern. 'varsity
basketball game and a sock hop.
Area artists exhibit works
,
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Drawing. by Professor JobnKaericher wID be c:rhlblted In Ramaker
Galle.,. February 6-17.
Rein Vanderhill. Assistant Pro-
fessor of Art, opened the 1977-78
art exhibit season at NW' with an
exhibit of paintings, October
10·14. Vanderhill, who has a B,A.
from Hope College and an M.P.A.
from Cranbrook Academy of Aft,
commented on his paintings at a
public reception at the opening of
tbe show.
Jerry Ferren, former teacher of
biology at NW, exhibited his
photographs October 17·28. Ong-
inally from Valley Falls, Kansas,
Ferrell graduated from Northwest
Missouri State College with a B.S.
in education, and from the
University of South Dakota with
anM.N.S. Previously teaching in
the biology department of NWC
and Lincoln Higb Scbool in Des
Moines. Ferrell, presently teaches
biology and pbysical science,
coaches' golf and assists with
football at M·OC High School in
Orange City, Mrs. Jerry Ferrell is
the former Betl;r Fonkert '63.
Photographs by Dennis Graf,
"Europe and Here, with a Tilt of
the Head," were on exhibition
November 1·18. Graf is connected
with the Algona Public School
System.
Tbe Northwestern Student Art
Exhibition December 5·16 In-
cluded representative student
work from first semester art
classes taught by Professors John
Kaericher and Rein Vanderbilt
Drawings, paintings, cerarnics~
etchings, engravings, and sculp-
tureswere on display.
Art exbibitions will continue
throughout the school year
featuring John Kaericher drawings
February 6·17 and student art as
well as works of other guest artists.
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Henning and Guest speak
Consecration Week"t NW was Seminary and Rev, Guest is head
held October 31·November 4 witb rectoral StStephen's Episcopal
Rev. John Guest and Rev. Mike Church. and president of the
Henning. of Sewickley, Peunsyl- Pellowship of Witness, Ruth
vania· ..as: speakers. •Henning ..is Bakketand Stephen Macchia were
currently a teacher of Christian co-chairmen for the Consecration
Education at· Trinity .Episcopal Week activities.
Visiting Fellow
Northwestern College in Orange
City has been accepted into the
Woodrow Wilson National Foun-
dation's Visiting Fellow program
according to Dr. Friedheim
Radandf .Vice- President for Aca-
demic Affairs.
The Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation hits) 'since
1945, designed and developed
programs which encourage ex.
cetlence in education-The Visiting
Pellows program was established
in 1973 to Improve commu nication
between colleges and the world of
practical affairs by bringing
representatives of business, jour-
nalism. public service, and other
professions to college campuses.
Vis.iting fellows .meet with
classes, participate ,in informal
discussions with students and
professors, and hold office hours
fored ucational and career
counseling. They explore,suc~
issues as the practical use of liberal
education; .public . and .private
morality. the role- of the media in
public affairs, and the ability of
our eCQn()mic$ystem to meet
society's needs.
The . Foundation selects new
Pellows and colleges annually, A
college usually remains in the
program for three years a nd has
two or three fellows from. different
backgronnda eacb year.
Portrait presented
to VanWyk
Lawrence Van Wyk '36, retired
NW musicvprofessor, was pre~
sented with a ·portraif of himself at
the .. Thanksgiving .conced in
November ...The portrait; given to
Van Wyk by the 1976·77 acappella
choir, was presented by NW
President H. Virgil Rowenhorst
Van Wyk presented the portrait to
NWto be hung in the-music wing
of Van Peursem Hall.
Cobb and Pullman
Dr. Stephen Cobb, Associate
ProfessQr of Sociology, recently
Jed a "consultation on.·Methodist
Landmark·· Possibilities for ·the
Pullman Methodist ··Church"· in
Chicago, This was part of a
two-day symposium dealing with
the historical significance of the
Pullman community.
�---
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Where are those '77 grads? Denver; Lillda VlIlI Wyk Tigges ..working NW Coilege; Mark
Vander Meor . • New Brunswick
Theological Seminary; Susan
Thompson Vander Molen . .
teaching elementary -music. Meri-
den Cleghorn, Iowa; Capi VelJinga
. . Loan Assi$tant, Bozeman,
Montana; Muk Vemnga . .
tea~hing math and coaching.
Radcliff. Iowa; Dawn Lindstrom
Vetter .. Van Meter School of
Special Education, Des Moines,
Iowa; Blair Vogel . . C\'eJghton
University' Law School. Omaha;
Melvin Wallinga . . University of
Iowa Medical School; Verdene
W~ter . , Hope Haven; Sherrie
Wilson . . city reporter, Fort
Dodge Messenger; Rox Winter.
lield, substitute teacher, West
Sioux Schools, Hawarden, Iowa,;
Lynn Woclher . . teacher, Hope
Haven Area IV; Special students·
Lila Kennedy • . elementary
teacher. Rock Rapids; Jean
Monroe . . teaching' remedial
reading. Smith Eleme,ntar~l, Sioux
City; Marilyn Vander Weide
teaChing, Orange City.
(cont, from page 28) Mouw .. teaching Social Science"
employed by his father in Linn Grove, Iowa; Odira Ndlege ••
ElmhurSt, 111.; Linda Hammer- Graduate school, Ohio University,
strom . . teaching Stb grade, Athens, Ohio; Robert Nleuwendarp
Brooklyn, Iowa; John Hause .. .. Trinity Evangelical Seminary,
Purchasing agent, Holland, Mich.; Deerfield, Ill,; Randall Oostra ..
Denise He\lDlStra , , teaching 4th Graduate work, McKennan Hcs-
grade. Buffalo Center, Iowa; John pital, Sioux Falls, S.D.; Nolan
B. Hellinga .. Univetsity of Minn. Palsma, , Western Theological
grad school; Gary Henry , • Seminary; Julia Peterson '
Production Management &; Cost Homemaker, Orange City, Iowa:
Dept" Holstein, Iowa; Debra Evan Pease .. Industrial Engineer,
Heyman •• Hope Haven, Rock Sahn Merrell Co., SioUl Fails.
Valley. Iowa; Le.rI Hoffman ,. S.D,; Bryan Raak •. teaching,
teaching first grade. Alta, Iowa; Marshall. Mo.; Dehnra Rau wer·
Sbeila Hoffman . , Mutual dink Vander Schaaf. . working at
Telepbone Company; Paul D. sears, Orange City; Clyde Rensink
Hulst .. returning to NW; James .. Western Tbeological Seminary;
Ikerd . . Western Theological Norma Reynhout . . teaching 3rd
Seminary; Lortl Jahn , . Child gtade, Luverne, Mn.; Curtis
Development Center, Sonth Sioux RlchlUds., Teaching high school
City, Nebraska; Edward job.an- accounting and business law,
nsen : , fanufng; DoyleJohnson,. Paullina. Iowa; ReUh Roghall' ..
teaching },>hys.Ed., Norway; Iowa; Peace Corps, -s:ta.trol1ed'in Samoa
Bonnie Jorgenson . . Public teaching .science: Debra Roze·
Relations. NW College; Ruth boom.. bookkeeper, Roggen &:
Kampen . . teaching, Luverne. Fnrd, Orange City, Iowa; Lillian
Mu.; Wendell Kampman . , Schonten .. returned to NW; Z PI
teaching math, Little Rock Iowa; Dann Schroeder .. teaching math, werner ates
Dale Karssen .. employed with Klemme, i.owa; Debra Schut ..
father at Ed's Shoe and Clothing. teaching Hospers Christian
Almn. Iowa; Gary Karssen . . School; Karla Sietstro . . Hope
management trainee, shoe dept.. Haven; Benjamin Sikkink . ,
1.C. Penny, Sioux City; David Katt Youth Work, Church of tbe
. , assistant manager trainee, Chimes~ San l~e" Callfornia;
Vogel Paint Company, Orange Tamra De New Sneller . •
City, Iowa; Richard Kaufman .' Wnrking NW College; TImothy'
teaching Phys. Ed" Ba$t Higb Staal . . teaching drama, also
School, Sioux City; Richud Keith serves as librarian at High School.
; • tea'c:hi:t;lg business education. Radcliff, fowa; VirgiJ Stewart ..
Milford. Iowa; Terry KIlnkex . _ Fuller Theological Semillary;
salesman, Des Moines pharma· Ellen Hammerstrom Strong .. Day
~eufica f; leny Klumper' ~ . Care Center. Denison, TexKs;
leaching, Elk Point, Soutb MlUeia Stobbe .. teaching high
Dakot.; Robert Kroese •. medical school math, Rosalie. Nebraska;
technology, Loverne. Minnesota Cynthia Swanson • . Title 1
Hospital; Kerry Lamb .. U. of Reading. Centerville, Iowa; Jane
Pittsburgh, graduate school of Te Grolenhuls Van Gorp .. lives in
library and informational scieI;lcesi Iowa City~Henry 1. Te Paske ..
Connie Lamp., graduate school in Farming. Ringle Wisconsin;
California; Pallleia Dettmann Sharon Vander Meer Ten Clay ..
Leslie .. clerk, Mouw Super Valu, Day Cate Center, St. touis,
Otange City; Darcy Lovgren . . Mi,.onri; Kevin Tesch _. teaching
New Brunswick Theological Semi- Kanawha, Iowa; Larry Tigges ..
narYi Bruce Lubacb .. teaching f'iu~fi1ing.Peterson. Iowa; Michael
5th grade. Rock Valley; R""hel Tolzin .• fanning, Anrelia, Iowa;
(Mulder) Meendering .• Day Care Ned Van Dellen . . seminary;
Center, Sioux Ceoter; Chules David Van Goti' . . Graduate
Merriam .. Maintenance work; sellOol. University of Iowa;,
Carla Moore .. teaching 5th grade, Thomas Van Rooyen. , teaching
Iowa Falls. Iowa; Harlan Moret .. aod coachillg, Wesrfield, Iowa;
farming, Richards, Missouri; Charlotte Van Veldhuizen ., Name _
Monty Mouw .' Sioux Automation teaching P.E" Bihle & Genetal
Center, Sioux Center, fowa, Randy Science. Christian Junior Higb, Address _
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The second in a series of Orange
City commemorative plates.,
HZwerner Halll! is now available in
a limited edition. This eleven·inch
plate teatures Zwemet Hall, east in
armetale metal by the art of
sandcasting, with a pewter finish.
It's on sale at the Tnlip Town Gift
House for $16.95 (Mail orders add
51c tax and $2.00 postage &:
band ling). And if you present tbis
coupon at pnrchase, $1.00 will go
to good ole NWC.--------------
Tulip Town Gift House, !O3
Central Ave., Orange City, Iowa
51041
Share
through
Northwestern
Annuities
Northwestern'S Annunity' Pro-
gram offers security and lifetime
returns for you, and insures con-
Unued higher education I,o\filh the
biblical perspective for today's
young people
1 Annunities provide rates
of return depending on your age·
up to 12% for a single' life an-
nuity at age 90, Rates for two
tlves are somewhat tess,
2 Contracts may be pur-
chased lor caSh for $1000 or
more~
3 Sedurities and real estate
may be exchanged fOf Ann-ul.
Hes, providing :substantial tax:
advantages to you, particularly
if you purchased the assets at a
price substantialty iower than
the pre-ssnt value.
You can feel assured that the An·
nuily funds: that you provide wUl
cqntinue to help prep~f-e'young
people for Christian service, and
loadersh ip.
-------------
Northwestern
College
Orange City
lowa
Gl041
Please send me wllhout obliga·
tion Information about your gift
annuities.
Name
Btrth Date Sex ~
Address ~ --
City , --
State~,_---- Zip _
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Tom Kohout of K"Prooucts
recently presented the 1977
Northwestern .men'sbasketbaU
team with 200 Red Raider caps
and 300 emblems, to be worn by
the. Northwestern team members
during their trip to Holland
December 15 through 30, and
given to members of opposing
teams plus other interested people.
New Alumni Board
New members elected to the
Board of the Alumni Association
were Mitch Bengard '75, Kathy
(Oolman) King '71, Barbara
(Jacobs) Lubbers '70, and Marlin
Vis '70. Retiring Board members
were Arlan Draayer '65, Bubb
Muilenburg '52, Paul Vande Berg
'59, and Betty (Aalberts) Vander
Zwaag '56. Officers elected at a
Board meeting in December were
Stan Van Peursern '66, President;
James Vander Velde '69, Vice
President; Peg (Powell) Johnson
'73, Secretary; and Daryl Hibma
76i,·Treasurer.
Men's golf takes
conference title
The Northwestern golf team was
thefirstmen's sport 1:0 capture a
Tri-State Conference Title in the
'77-'78 school year.
Coach ·Doo ·Jacobsen'sgroop
accomplished the feat early in
October at Sionx City. Senior Lyle
Korver was .Il1Cdalist for the meet,
averaging 156 for both days. He
and sophomore Daryl Beltman
werenan1ed to.the.al1~c()nference
team.
The conference tllle markOd the
tifth time the Raiders have come
home with the top prize out of the
last eight years.
The.wOrnen'sgt.>tf team was
awarded;secondplaceincon~
ferefitestandings~
Volleyball team
goes to state
The Lady Raiders volleyball
team competed in the state
tourney this fall, taking with them
:animpressiver¢cord oflO~4. in
¢onferenceand :l4~S··inoveraJI
~ctiotLrlaCingeighthat' state. the
team was led by sophomore Cindy
Ludwig and senior JUdy Vauder
Stoep who were named to the
IO:"KotaaU~conference team.
Doug l'~rdsUl., brea.klllg tho
record ag.maud assisting tlte
Harrien to con(erence and district
championships.
History repeats
itself: Harriers
win district
History repeated itself twice as
the ··.:NQrthwestern ··cross 'country
team won th~~ri~State,meetas
well as the District meet, both held
in LeNJars~The Harri~r$captured
both bonors also in '76.
Coach Stan McDowell had one
t'unner on his team thafdklsome
l'ecord~~l'~akirig;JuniQrD()ug
Tjccrdsma broke the school
reeoni. nQt;once but three: times,
rh~first ?CcasioHwaiwhen ,he
bested Pete Ste-ven'Son's record
time of 26:05 with a 25:58
perforlnance~.Hethen smash~~ ...his
ownntarkof 25:58,. with. times of
25:46 and 25:33. Tjcerdsma.
Dwayne and AI Camarigg, and
Pele Stevenson were named to the
alh~otlfcrence tea In.
Lady Raiders place 1st in tennis
The Lady Raiders blazed their but this year they were determined
way past five conference teams to to,make th~ title solely .theirs.
capture the conference title in Tbe Lady Raiders finished their
tennls. Last y.ear the Lady Raiders season with .,? 4~2conferertce
tied with Briar CJiff for) st place, record and 5·5 overall record.
Tri-State champ in football
Despitehalfing a mediocre
record of 6-4, NW bad another
successfulseason,
Northwestern again won another
Tri-Stat<, Championship. This
season' sCQnfet~nce liadonly three
teams in itNorthwestern;West7
mar and Sioux Falls. The Raiders
Were .unbeate:nagain~t. the .'other
member schools. .which . also in-
chided a. notl~cQi1fetencewinover
Sioux Falls.
SeniorendTerry YanBerkultland ..junior> quarterback Galen
Kaemitlgkgott~eir natnes,in.~he
r~otd. bookrwiceeach du ring the
season, Van Berkum grabbed 65
passes. in ·theseaSQIl,tb,surpass
Gary vetter's total of61. The end
alsefied Vetterfer receptions' in
one game with 13 against Dakota
State. Kaemingk passed Curt
KruUintotaloffertse fer one
season. The junior totaled 2369
yards compared to Krull's 2188.
Kaentingk also attempted 45
pa~ses aga.ins.t. Buena ..Vista.
to break the old mark of 37 by
Henry Hall.
Aflertheseason was over;
h0I1j)rs.camel9 many Raider
players; Eive .play~~swere·named
tu the all-Tri-State Conference
team as well as the all NATA
District 15 team: offense-
Kaemingk. Van Berkum and
A rd en Ku e ne.defeose-'"'Tel'fY
Fitzgerald and Randy Stumpf.
Defensive playet Karl Bafirke also
made the all-NAIA team. Others
makingan~conference were, of~
fens~To.m.,D~ Vries and Steve
KOhz.defetls~Orv Otten, .Joe
Meyers and •Blaine Daisrermars.
"N" Club honors Juffer
and '72 baseball team
Center; 9raig Van Kley.. teaching
at George: and Keith Marra,
teaching at Hartley. Aalbers, Van
Esand <Van Kley were, also
AII·NAJA selections.
At .ifs .. annual. homecoming'
luncheon October 29, the North-
wC$lerh C6flegeAlumni HN"Club
honored the 1972 Northwestern
basehall····leaniandcoaeh Ron
Juft"t (,57l.
Juffer, Associate Professor of
Education, was baseball coach at
Northwestern ......•f{)r'.•eight. ..'ye~rs~
1968·1969 and T972-1977, with a
career· re:c.Qt'dof 107 wins .and 94
losses, His conference i'ecord. '53
wlos and 25;Iosses" includes three
chanlpiOtlshipsandthreesecond
place Unishe,. Thirteen players
were AII-NAIA selections and 20
were named to the AIl·Conference
team,
While JulIer coached baseball.
1Steali1recgrcl$ were setand2S
individual recQrds were:·broken.
The ) 972 team. with an overall
16·10 record, 9-1 in the confer-
ence;was the ·first·,Northwestern
baseballtearrt to he named
eQ1it~rence: .cham pions. and ..t~
appear in the NAJA District
basehall playoffs.
An~Ci,)ntbrencefeanlmembers
ft~om the 1972 tea In, .weteOtive
Aalbers...now 'teathingat Sanborn;
BQb Van E,s.. teaching-at Sioux
-22-
Juffer ,~asstepped:d Qwn from
his p()sitiol1 as head.b;l.sketb;3U
cQ[tthinorder to devote rttQre time
rO',a detilandi~g:sthedule,.itl.the
:~{IUC;ttio~ldepArtlllent.~6hert
Boerigter ('70) bas been named
ne\< bead basketball coacb.
Reid coaches
soccer
The. Northwesterrtsoc<;er team,
under ,the ,<1iredionofnew·· coach
Ray Reid. compiled a 6·5 overall
re<.'ord,NW·sS~3 conference tnark
viasigdodenQugh., for. fpurthplace
in. the ten~teaTIl'Northern Stutes
Soccer Conference.
Thre~foreign players received
special', recognition. asa {e5uItof
thcireffQrts.. Nori Odate was
llarned.aU~eonference ftrst ·teatn.
while HaniAwadwas selected to
thes-ec()l1d .team. Hiro Takase
reeeived hQtlprahle mention.
Alumni News
'08 The Van Wyk Memorial
Hall was recently dedicated
at the Agricultural Institute at
Katpadi, South India. The new
building is a combined study and
worship center separated by a
portable partition. The words on
the cornerstone are as follows:
"Dedicated to the Glory of Goo in
memory of Rev. John C. Van Wyk
1888-1973 who in 1918 had the
vision of an Agricultural Mission
in South India and recruited Dr.
1.1. De Valois to begin this
program "That the hungry might
be fed and the gospel preached.'"
'25 Simon and Mrs. Spijker
celebrated their SOth wed-
ding anniversary last August 18.
Since that time Mrs. Spijker had
been in failing health and she
passed away on December 18 at a
rest home in Orange City. Besides
her husband she is survived by a
danghter Shirley Spijker Vogel
(' 52).
'26 Elmer Den .Herd~r, Iowa
RepresentatIve In Des
Moines, was the recent recipient of
the Sioux County Farm Bureau's
Annual Service to Agriculture
Award.
')3 3 Henry and Alberta Kooiker
('36) Vermeer were recently
honored at the First Reformed
Church in Hospers after comple-
tion of 37 years in the ministry.
Henry has retired from the active
ministry and the Verrneers have
moved to Hull, Iowa.
')37 Vera Kreykes Te Paske was
hostess at a steak fry at her
home in Sioux Center for over SOO
people who were attendants at the
last General Synod meeting in
June. This gala evening had been
planned long ago by the late
Maurice Te Paske ('34) and Vera
in anticipation of the meeting of
the highest executive board of the
Reformed Church in America.
'41 Dr. Bernard Brunsting,
pastor of the Reformed
Church in Scarsdale, New York,
served the Union Church of Lima,
Peru last summer. This was an
international congregation of
English speaking business people,
diplomats and their families. Dr.
Brunsting had previous similar
assignments in Moscow, India,
,
identify alumni
Can you identify these NW
alumni?
If so, write to IDENTIFY
ALUMNI, Northwestern College.
The first person to correctly
identify these fellas will be
recognized in the next issue of
The Classic, and these mysterious
alumni will be identified.
America at the 1977 General
Synod meeting held in Sioux
Center, Iowa last June. Rev.
Brouwer served as the executive
secretary of the Reformed Church
in America since 1970 and two
years prior to that as secretary for
program. Arie attended NW
Junior College and is a graduate of
Hope College and Western Theo-
logical Seminary. Before joining
the national staff he served
pastorates in Michigan and New
Jersey. Mrs. Brouwer is the former
Harriet Korver.
,55 Stanley and MarDyn ('77)
Vander Weide are currently
presenting six "Marriage Enrich-
ment" sessions for interested
couples in northwest Iowa. Among
the topics for discussion are
friendship in marriage, communi-
cation in marriage, physical side of
marriage, and the spiritual nature
of marriage. The Vander Weides
have presented similar marriage
enrichment courses in Stan's
pastorates in California and Iowa.
'56 Ervin Voogd, Executive
Director of Hope Haven in
Rock Valley for the past seven
years, recently resigned his
position to become the pastor of
the Reformed Church of Maurice,
Iowa. Rev. Voogd is a graduate of
Hope College and Western
Theological Seminary and he took
some post graduate work at
Winona State College in Winona,
Minnesota. Prior to his work at
Hope Haven he served as pastor of
Reformed Churches in Spencer
and Des Moines, Iowa and
Rochester, Minnesota. While at
Rochester he also served as
chaplain at the Mayo Clinic. Rev.
and Mrs. Voogd are the parents of
five children, one of whom is
enrolled as a freshman at NW.
'61 Fred Dykstra was recently
featured in a monthly
newspaper published by and for
Iowa firefighters. Fred serves as
assistant to the municipal utilities
manager and the city manager of
Orange City. He has been a
member of the Orange City Fire
Department for 12 years and has
been Chief for the past six years.
Chief Dykstra is a member of the
Sioux County Communications
Commission and has been one of
IDENTIFY ALUMNI will be a
regular feature in The Classic, so
we welcome suggestions as to
who should be identified!
Des Moines, and the School of
Banking of the University of
Wisconsin. He has been with the
State Bank of Edgerton for 28
years.
,50 Rev. Cornie Keunen has be-
come the pastor of the
Reformed Church at Alto, Wis-
consin after serving the Riverside
Reformed Church of Minneapolis
since 1969. Mrs Keunen is the
former Alvina Sprik ('49).
,51Dr. Stanley and Darlene [De
Beer' 52] Vander Aarde left
for their home in India last June
after spending a year in the states.
Their son Paul is a sophomore
student at NW this year.
,53 Don Schreur, Orange City
Manager, was one of 65 city
officials who won a continuing
education unit in Municipal
Affairs by completing an examina-
tion on material covered at the
annual League of Iowa Munici-
palities meeting in Des Moines last
September. Don and Mrs. Schreur
[Nelva Roetman] are the parents of
two sons. Their son Edward is
currently a sophomore at NW.
'54 Rev. Arie R. Brouwer was
appointed General Secre-
tary for the Reformed Church in
-23-
South Africa, Nairobi, Switzerland
and Israel.
'43 Gladys Noteboom Tarbell
was honored on May 21 with
the award as Maine Music
Educator of the Year during an
evening performance at the Maine
All-State Music Festival in
Biddeford. Maine. Gladys is a
graduate of the University of Iowa
with a Bachelor of Music degree.
She taught at Ricker College in
Houlton, Maine for several years
and was a private voice teacher.
'45 Penny Dykstra Shoemaker
graduated from the Uni-
versity of Denver with a degree in
Vocal Performance and Music
Education in June. Penny and her
husband are the parents of three
children, one in college and the
others in junior and senior high
school.
'48 Adrian J. Ekdom of the
State Bank of Edgerton was
recently notified by the President
of the Minnesota Bankers Associa-
tion that he is one of ten men from
the state of Minnesota appointed
to a ten-man pension planning
committee. Ekdom is a graduate
of NW Junior College, the
American Institute of Business,
$
the leaders in developing a
county-wide communications sys-
tem for the fire service of Sioux
County. Fred is married to the
former Betty Mulder.
Dale Boone participated in the
Paul Christiansen Choral School
held last August at Bemidji State
University in Minnesota. Topics
covered by Christiansen and
supportive instructors were voice
class and conducting techniques,
church music, methods and
materials for elementary, junior
and senior high choirs. Mrs. Boone
is the former Jean Salie ('64). The
Boones have a son Chad.
'62 Douglas J. Groen. Chaplain
(Major) recently completed
a 36 week chaplain officer
advanced course at the Army
Chaplain School at Ft. Wads-
worth, New York. The course was
designed to prepare Army Chap-
lains for staff and supervisory
assignments and included subjects
ranging from psychological coun-
seling and financial management
to command and staff procedures.
Chaplain Groen entered the Army
in June, 1966. He received an
M.C.E. degree in 1966 from
Western Theological Seminary.
Doug and his wife, the former Jan
Bartels ('60) and their children
now reside at 7834 John Dover Rd.
S.W .. Tacoma, Washington
98467.
'64 Robert H. Muilenburg who
is currently the hospital
administrator at the University of
Utah Medical Center, has been
elected President of the Utah State
Hospital Association.
"65 David Korver currently
serves as president of the
Orange City Chamber of Corn-
merce. Dr. Korver is an opto-
metrist in Orange City.
Noreen De Jager De Hoogh is
teaching in the Business Educa-
tion Department of Dordt College
in Sioux Center. Iowa.
David Van Englenhoven was
recently awarded a national
scholarship to attend the 1977
school for property and casualty
agents which met last summer at
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.
He was selected for the scholarship
by Iowa National Mutual Insur-
ance Company of Cedar Rapids,
Iowa for his insurance profes-
sionalism and community service.
Dave holds a master of science
degree from the University of
South Dakota and has also done
graduate work at the University of
Minnesota. Before he became
affiliated with the Hubers Van
Engelenhoven Insurance Agency
in Orange City, he was a professor
at Morningside College in Sioux
City. Dave and his wife, the former
Marilyn Docter, have three
children, Paul, Julie and Benjamin.
Benjamin.
'66 William E. Van Dyke has
been named manager of
Prudential Insurance Company's
Greater Siouxland Agency located
in Sioux City, Iowa. Van Dyke
heads a staff of 30 sales and service
representatives who administer
$88 million of life and health
insurance in Sioux City and
surrounding communities. Bill
taught school for seven years
before joining Prudential in 1973
as a special agent in Sioux City. A
year later he was promoted to
division manager, and in 1976 was
advanced to regional field consul-
tant in Prudential's North Central
Home Office in Minneapolis. He
and his wife, the former Esther
Koerselman ('68) are the parents
of two sons.
Norman Prins recently received
the M.S. degree from Mankato
University with a specialization in
curriculum and instruction. He
serves as head of the math
department and coaches football
and track at Herbert Alison Junior
High School in Bloomington and is
also sophomore basketball coach
at Jefferson High SchooL Mrs.
Prins is the former Charlene Pals
('69).
,6 7 Doublas Sehelhaas, Captain
in the U.S. Army, recently
graduated from the Squadron
Officer School at Maxwell AFB in
Alabama. He received instruction
in communicative skills, interna-
tional relations, manpower man-
agement resources and responsi-
bilities that prepare junior officers
for command-staff duties. Doug
has been assigned to Grand Forks
AFB, North Dakota for duty as a
KC·135 Stratotanker instructor
pilot. He was commissioned in
1970 through Officer Training
School, Lackland AFB. Texas. His
wife is the former Elaine Van
Beek.
Robert Foreman Ph.D. present-
ed a paper entitled "Excitation of
Primate Spinothalamic Tract
Neurons by Group III and IV
Muscle Afferents" at the 27th
International Congress of Physio-
logical Sciences in Paris, France
last July. He was also invited to
present a summary of research
studies in Florence, Italy. After the
meeting he was joined by his wife
Charlotte and her parents, the
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Poppen of
Sheboygan Falls for a three week
tour of northern Europe. On
October 1 Dr. Foreman accepted
the position of Assistant Professor
of Physiology and Biophysics at
the University of Oklahoma
Health Science Center in Okla-
homa City. Mrs. Foreman is the
former Cbarlolte Poppen ('69).
Karen Van Steenwyk Bolluyt is
currently enrolled at Iowa State
University in the School of
Journalism and Mass Communi-
cation.
'68Ted De Hoogh is currently
teaching Junior and Senior
High Art at the Sioux Center
Community School. He is also the
Adult Education Supervisor in
charge of evening classes for the
community, a program funded by
Northwest Iowa Technical College
in Sheldon.
Terry Arends and his family
now live in Sheldon, Iowa where
Terry is an agent for New York
Life Insurance Company. Terry
formerly taught in the Orange City
school system.
William Kalsbeek has received a
faculty appointment at the
University of North Carolina as
head of a new department of Bio
Statistics. Bill earned his Ph.D in
Biostatistics at the University of
Michigan in 1973.
Firman Schiebout has been
promoted to manager, CenTraVac
sales for the Trane Company's
Commercial Air Conditioning
Division in LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
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Firman is a graduate of Iowa State
University with B.S. and M.S.
degrees in Aerospace. He com-
pleted the 1971 Trane Graduate
Engineer Training program and
has held several positions with
Trane, most recently that of
manager, absorption Cold Genera-
tor sales. Mrs. Schiebout is the
former Cheryl Slingerland ('70).
"69 Duane Haack has been
named prod uction manager
at Northwest Iowa Work Activity
Center in Sheldon. His duties
include shop supervision and work
procurement for the center. Prior
to his present position. Duane
taught three years at the West
Lyon Community School in
Inwood and for the past four years
has been employed as a rehabili-
tation supervisor at the Hope
Haven School in Rock Valley. The
Duane Haacks are the parents of
three ch1idn~·n.
John Middents serves as the
assistant for the Presbyterian
Church in Muscatine.
David Boersma has a post
doctoral position at Kansas State
University in the Divison of
Biology, Dave earned his Ph.D. in
microbiology at the University of
Kansas in October, 1976.
Marilyn De Boer Clauss is
currently teaching 2nd grade in
West Des Moines and is taking
additional graduate work at Drake
University. Her husband Robert
Clauss is an attorney in Des
Moines.
James Vander Velde and his
wife. the former Gracia Wynia, are
the owners of the Vander Velde
Nursery in Rock Valley, Iowa.
Recently Jim became the owner of
"The Flower Cart" in Orange City
along with co-owners Paul and
Elaine Wynia De Jong. Elaine was
a former secretary for t he
Department of Development at
NW College.
C. Lowell Groen was recently
appointed chief of the Fish and
Game Commissions Fisheries
Division at Pratt. Kansas. He has
worked for the Commission for
four years, having been stationed
for 31/2 years at Wakefield as a
biologist on Milford Reservoir. He
is the youngest chief in the history
of Kansas to be selected to this
position. His major at North-
western was biology and he earned
the M.A. in biology from the
University of South Dakota. Mrs.
Groen is the former Rebecca
Jonker ('70).
'70 Rick and Marsha [Oliver J
'71 Hoffman live in Grand
Rapids. Michigan where Rick
works for the Zondervan Corpora-
tion. Marsha worked for several
years on the editorial staff of the
Church Herald and is now a full
time homemaker. The Hoffmans
have two children, Christy Lynn,
born August 4, 1974 and Mark
Richard, born December 30, 1976.
Ron Vander Weerd received a
Master of8usiness Administration
degree in Management from
Xavier University. He is employed
with Ford Aerospace and Com-
munications as Supervisor of
Process Engineering. After one
year at NW Ron transferred to
Iowa State University where he
received a 8.5. in Engineering
Operations in 1970 and a M.S. in
Industrial Operations from Pur-
due University in 1975.
Mary Bonnecroy Coulter and
her husband are currently attend-
ing classes at All Nations Christian
College in England. Mary spent
three years teaching in the
American Mission School of
Bahrain, Arabian Gulf, after
graduation from NW.
Ron Pool is working for the
RBA Seed Company in Olivia,
Minnesota engaged in research of
sunflower varieties and seed
production. He formerly taught
biology and coached wrestling at
Renville, Minnesota. Ron and
Mrs. Pool, the former (Cheryl
Kleinhuizen '72) are the parents of
two children.
Robert Norman De Young is a
clinical psychologist working with
Community Associates of Portage.
Wisconsin. He is also with the
Bethel Counseling Center in
Waupun. Wisconsin where he
serves one day per week providing
Christian Counseling for eleven
Reformed and Christian Reformed
Churches in the Waupun area.
'71Gladys Tratebas. instructor
of business at Dakota State
College, Madison. South Dakota,
recently presented a paper
"Learning by Doing in Personnel
Management" at the Mountain
Plains Management Conference
held at the University of Nebraska
at Omaha.
Dan Kraai, defensive coordina-
tor for the NW Red Raiders, was
presented a Distinguished Service
Citation by College President H.V.
Rowenhorst at half time of a
recent football game. The citation
read as follows: "For giving of his
outstanding talents as a football
coach to Northwestern College on
a gratuitous basis since 1972, and
by example and inspiration
instilling a team effort to excel."
Dan. a graduate of the Dallas
Institute of Mortuary Science, is
associated with his father, Merlyn
Kraai ('37) in the furniture
business and the Van Etten
Funeral Home in Orange City.ln
1972 Dan offered his services to
NW College as a football coach
and has served without pay since
then.
Dan and Connie [Van Peu.rsem
'72] Aberson are members of a
musical group, "The Good News
Singers" of Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, The group presents
concerts of sacred music in
churches and schools in the area.
William Dykshorn teaches
music at West High School in
Sioux City. Bill began his
undergraduate work at NW and
graduated with a B.M.E. from
Morningside in '71. He currentiy
plays trumpet with the Sioux City
Brass Quintet, a new chamber
musical group which recently gave
its debut on the downtown mall
stage in Sioux City.
"72 David Vellinga is currently
Assistant Director for Plan-
ning and Community Relations at
the University of Iowa Hospitals
and Clinics in Iowa City. Vellinga
earned the B.A. degree in Business
Administration at NW and the
M.A. degree in Hospital and
Health Care Administration from
the University of Iowa in 1975.
During the past two years, Dave
has been administrator of the
Department of Pediatrics at the
University Hospitals. His new
responsibilities include coordina-
tion of capital-development plan-
ning and internal remodeling
projects within the Hospital and
University as well as with regional
and state-wide health planning
agencies. Mrs. Vellinga is the
fanner Nancy Ver Steeg '73.
Loretta Beukelman Smith now
lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan
where her husband Paul serves as
assistant pastor of the Lakeland
Reformed Church of Vicksburg.
Loretta plans to begin a Master's
program in Reading Education at
Western Michigan University in
1978.
Dan Te Grotenhuis moved back
to Indiana after having spent a
year at Hope Haven in Rock
Valley. Dan accepted a position as
Program Director of Indiana
Special Olympics, an international
program of sports training and
athletic competition for the
mentally retarded, sponsored by
the Kennedy Foundation. Dan is
responsible for developing and
assisting local communities with
their Special Olympics program
and directing the states' athletic
events for the mentally retarded in
Indiana. Previously, he was
coordinator of the Recreation and
Physical Education Department at
Hope Haven.
LoweD Bonnema, math and
business teacher at the high school
of Luverne, Minnesota, was
recently named "Teacher of the
year." Mrs. Bonnema is the former
Glenda Nibbelink.
Roger and Mrs. Kally (Tarrell
'73) De Young are now living in
Farnhamville, Iowa where Roger
teaches instrumental music grades
5-12. Roger and Kally have two
SOilS, Dirk and Daniel.
Glen Muilenburg is currently
studying at Oregon State Univer-
sity expecting to graduate next
spring '78 with a B.S. degree in
Agricultural Engineering and
Agricultural Resource Economics.
Glen is married to the former
Tryna Sieperda.
'73 Harvey Van Veldhuizen is
pursuing a doctoral degree
in oceanography at the University
of California at Davis. Mrs. Van
Veldhuizen is the former Bonnie
Wickenhagen '73.
Don Gordon B1oemendaal,
Pastor of the Reformed Church at
Alexander. Iowa, recently brought
a group of young people to
Harmony Youth Home in Orange
City with recreational equipment
for the Orange City and Ashton
divisions of the Home. Glenn Van
Ekeren '74 is the executive director
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of the Harmony Youth Home.
Cornie Wassink is part owner of
a new business in Orange City,
Raider Sports, a store featuring a
complete line of athletic and
recreation gear and supplies.
Before moving to Orange City,
Cornie coached for two years in
Fairfield, Iowa and sold insurance
in Sioux City for two years. Just
prior to his move to Orange City he
qualified for the 1977 Million
Dollar Round Table for Life
Insurance sales for New York Life.
Willie Chey, a graduate student
at the University of Kansas,
recently collaborated on an article
published in Science vol. 197. The
article was entitled "Liquid
Chromatographic Analysis of
Endogenous Catecholamine Re-
leased from Brain Slices." Willie,
a former student of Doctors
Hammerstrom and Hansen at
NW, expects his Ph.D. degree
some time in 1978.
Pat Zwagerman teaches ele-
mentary art at the Sioux Center
and Rock Valley Public Schools.
David Challstrom currently
teaches Jr. High Social Studies and
P.E. at South Clay Community
School at Gillette Grove, Iowa.
Perry De Groot serves as pastor
of the Newton Zion Reformed
Church of Erie, Il1inois. Mrs. De
Groot is the former Joyce Eason.
Beth Siderius Geense received
the MSW degree at Rutgers
University on June 2, 1977.
Keith Geense ('74) graduated
from New Brunswick Theological
Seminary in May and accepted a
call to the pastorate of the
Rhinebeck Reformed Church of
Rhinebeck, New York.
Howard Moths serves as
Associate Pastor of the Bayshore
Gardens Reformed Church in
Bradenton, Florida.
'74 Jantlna Jurriaans arrived in
the states recently after
spending four weeks in the Far
East. She made the trip with
Production Associates, Dick Ross,
Producer. Filming was done in the
Orient for an up-coming prime
time TV special produced for the
Far East Broadcasting Company.
Location sites included Japan,
Korea. Hong Kong, the Philip-
pines and Hawaii. The docu-
mentary will be ready for release in
?
Ten Hoeve recognized in continuing education
Dr. Thomas Ten Hoeve, Jr.,
President of Butler County
Community College, Pennsylvania,
recently returned from England
where he had been invited to
publish an article for and to make
a presentation at the international
meetings of the British Association
for Recurrent Education. At those
sessions he presented a case study
of Butler's Continuing Education
endeavors,----descriptions and dis-
cussion of industrial skills and
personal improvement courses,
apprenticeship training, and com-
munity service programs, includ-
ing career decision-making and
job readiness workshops. This was
the only U.S. program recognized
this year. Other presentations were
made by representatives of the
University of London, the British
Broadcasting Corporation, the
Free University of Berlin, and the
British Parliament.
While in London Ten Hoeve
also served as a consultant to a
British college, licensed in wash-
ington, D.C., for the Middle States
College and University accrediting
body. During the past several years
Ten Hoeve has served as a
chairman of college and university
evaluation teams for the Middle
States Association, and more
recently was recognized by being
invited to train college and
university evaluation teams.
From 1958-1963 Ten Hoeve
taught in the Biology Department
at Northwestern College. After
completing the doctorate at the
University of Toledo in 1965, he
served for five years as Academic
Dean and briefly as Acting
President at Northwestern. For the
past seven and one-half years he
has been the President of Butler
County Community College, near
Pittsburgh. While at Butler he
served as President of the
Pennsylvania Community College
Commission, as a member of the
Executive Committee of the
46-member Southwestern Penn-
sylvania Higher Education Coun-
cil, and he lectures periodically for
the University of Pittsburgh as
Adjunct Professor of Higher
Education.
Since being in Butler, Ten
Hoeve's wife Sue has been highly
active as a community service
volunteer-serving as Board Presi-
dent of the Pennsylvania Associa-
tion for Retarded Citizens, Presi-
dent of the Butler YWCA, and
President of Butler Area League of
Women Voters. In this last
capacity Sue was recognized for
her services by being one of only
100 Pennsylvanians invited to the
televising of the first Ford-Carter
Debate. She also was the first
woman ever named to manage a
division in the vast Butler Area
United Way campaign.
Stegenga appointed consultant for U.N.
Dr. Preston 1. Stegenga, Direc-
tor of the International Center
at California State University,
Sacramento has been appointed a
consultant for the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP).
United Nations consultants are
periodically assigned to evaluate
UN projects in developing coun-
tries throughout the world.
Stegenga will specialize in inter-
national higher education projects.
Stegenga has served as Director
of the CSUS International Center
since 1968. Before then, he was
assigned by the United States
Agency for International Develop-
ment as advisor to the president of
the University of Liberia in West
Africa. He also serves as a
consultant on international educa-
tion for the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities.
From 1955·66, he was president of
Northwestern College in Iowa.
Stegenga was notified of his
U.N. appointment by Dirk
Salomons, chief of personnel for
the United Nations Development
Program headquartered in New
York.
late spring 1978.
Robert Mars currently teaches
5th grade at Sioux Center. He
formerly taught at Sutherland and
Iowa Falls.
Cynthia Tel Bark Moser
received her juris doctor degree
from the University of Iowa
College of Law, graduating with
honors. She has accepted a
position as law clerk with the
Honorable William C. Stuart,
Federal District Court Judge. for
the Southern District of Iowa in
Des Moines. Cindy and her
husband, Dan Moser, a special
agent with the Iowa Bureau of
Criminal Investigation, are now
residing in Ankeny.
Warren Greving is currently
enrolled at Fuller Theological
Seminary in Pasadena, California.
Wayne Van Veldhuizen is
teaching and coaching at the
community schools of Graettinger,
Iowa. He previously taught at Elk
Horn, Iowa.
Bruce AIderink was recently
installed as Minister of Youth and
Education at the First Reformed
Church of Fremont, Michigan.
Bruce and his wife, the former
Barbara Heyman, spent the past
three years in Holland, Michigan
where Bruce was a student at
Western Theological Seminary.
The senior pastor of the First
Reformed Church at Fremont is
Gary Van Koevering '68.
'75 Sturgis Van Vugt and his
family recently moved from
Marshall, Minnesota to Sioux
Center, Iowa where he is employed
as a bookkeeper for Tri State
Livestock Company.
Leon Korte resides in Athens,
Ohio where he and Mrs. Korte, the
former Solveig Sperati, Luther
graduate '74, are graduate
students at Ohio University. Leon
is enrolled in the MBA program of
the Ohio University College of
Business. Solveig is a Master's
degree student in Hearing and
Speech Sciences. Prior to his
graduate work, Leon was a
Revenue Auditor with the Iowa
Department of Revenue for two
years.
James Spradling recently earned
the M.A. degree in Public
Relations at the University of
Iowa. He is working as city
administrator in Clinton, Iowa. Rodney Berthelsen earned the
The former Barbara Ekdom is M.A. degree at the University of
Jim's wife. ~South Dakota last July.
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Greg Schoon is currently
attending the University of Tulsa
with a graduate research assistant-
ship in Art.
HiUene Kraayenbrink is now
Mrs. Allen Reeve of Wichita Falls,
Texas. Hillene is employed by a
manufacturing company and
working in data processing and
cataloging. Her husband, Lt. Allen
Reeve, is an instructor pilot in the
U.S. Air Force.
Steven Pals is executive director
of the Rock Rapids Community
Affairs Corporation. He is res-
ponsible for coordinating the
development efforts of all groups
in the city of Rock Rapids as well
as attracting new commercial and
industrial interests to the city.
Steve interned in Des Moines for a
semester with Senator Lowell
Jenkins, then chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee. He
graduated from the University of
Iowa with an MA degree in public
affairs with a concentration on
municipal government.
'76 James R. Turner trans-
ferred from Gordon Con-
well Seminary in South Hamilton,
Massachusetts to Perkins Theo-
logical Seminary, Southern Meth-
odist University in Dallas, Texas.
Jane Kats Vander Broek is on
the personnel staff at the Nebraska
Department of Education. Her
husband, Doug Vander Broek
('75) is an Employment Interviewer
for the Nebraska Job Service in
Lincoln, Nebraska.
David Craig has been assigned
to Loring AFB in Maine after
completion of Air Force Basic
training at Lackland AFB, Texas.
Airman Craig will serve as a
recreation specialist.
'77 David Hulsart presently
resides in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota where he is em-
ployed at Baker's Shoe Store in the
Western Mall.
Laura Kiel earned the B.A.
degree in Social Work at the
University of Iowa last spring.
Lorena Vanleeuwen, after one
year at NW, transferred to the
Sioux Valley Hospital School of
Nursing in Sioux Falls where she
graduated with honors in 1977.
She is presently employed as a
Registered Nurse in the Emergency
Room at Sioux Valley Hospital.
Brenda K. Ekdom recently
received one of six awards given to
outstanding students for 1976-77
by the University of Iowa College
of Education. She received the
Janet R. Zober Memorial Award, a
partial tuition award given
annually to an upperclass student
preparing to teach the physically
handicapped at the U. of!. College
of Education.
'79 Don Ford Jr. has enrolled at
Spartan School of Aero-
nautics, Tulsa, Oklahoma, one of
the oldest and largest schools of its
kind in the world. Don is training
to become a professional pilot. he
is the son of Don and Alma Oordt
('46) Ford of Orange City.
'80 Deena Vernon is attending
Iowa State University en-
rolled in classes in Journalism and
Mass Communication.
Alums graduate
from seminary
1977 graduates from Western
Theological Seminary in Holland,
Michigan include the following
Nw alums:
Everett Bosch ('71); Perry De
Groot ('73); Brian Hellinga ('74);
Marlene Wagenaar ('71); Bruce
Alderink ('74); Gerrit Dekker
('74); Robert Hoffman ('73);
Howard Moths ('73); Mark
Bruggom ('74).
New Brunswick Theological
Seminary graduates include Keith
Geense ('74) and William Dale
Van Gelder ('74).
Marriages
Lynn De Jong
Suzanne Cleveland ('76) and Harry
Hueske Jr.
Jolene De Groot ('78) and Steven
Reekers
Births
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Vander
Velde (Nancy Truitt '74) Daugh-
ter-Kambria Lyn
Mr. ('69) and Mrs. John Mlddenls
Son-Jeremy Michael-Joins a
4 year old sister Jennifer
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. James Spradling
(Barbara Ekdom '74) Son-
Joseph James
Mr. ('75) and Mrs. Tom Smith
(Peggy Hofmeyer '75) Daugh-
ter-Kristianne Renee
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. Gary Dorhout
(Joanne Gaalswyk '71) Daugh-
ter-Leann Maria
Mr. ('69) and Mrs. Tom Keizer
(Ruth Samsen '71) Daughter-
Alaina Joy
Mr. ('71) and Mrs. Craig Groten-
house Daughter-Daneal Pat
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. Tom Vander
Broek (Diane Vander Stoep '73)
Daughter-Cora Francine
Mr. ('55) and Mrs. Marion Vande
Brake Son-Benjamin Kyle
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Nelson (Gloria
Vande Berg '74) Son-Adam
Daniel
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Helm
(Marilyn Arney '69) Son-
Darren Russell
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald McGlaughlin
(Susan Breese '67) Son-Eric
Martin
Mr. ('58) and Mrs. Rohert Van
Driel Daughter from Seoul,
Korea-by adoption-Welcomed
by three brothers, Cory, Troy
and Wade
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Schweback
(Marlys Brown '74) Son
Mr. and Mrs. Michael McClendon
(Kathleen Mouw '74) Sen-e-
Matthew Allan
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Hegland (Da
Hofmeyer '71) Daughter-
Allison Lana
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. Roger Ewoldt
Daughter-s-Shayla Marie
Rev. ('74) and Mrs. Keith Geense
(Beth Siderius '73) Son-
Matthew Anton
Mr. and Mrs. David Chandler-
Faculty, S_on-Aa~o..!!. Martin _
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. Leon Keizer
Daughter-Jeanna Marie
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. Robert Van Es
(Rhonda Mouw '74) Daughter-
Robin Noelle
Mr. ('70) and Mrs. Neil Johnson
(Susan Eldridge '72) Son-Alec
Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Brunsting
(Mary Jane Brantsen '75) Son-
Michael Dale
Necrology
Mrs. Henry Stegeman, 86, of
Orange City, former instructor at
Northwestern Academy, passed
away in Orange City after a long
illness. Mrs. Stegeman, the former
Gertrude Hoekje, was born
November 26, 1890 in Rotterdam
County, Kansas. She was married
to the late Rev. Henry V.E.
Stegeman July 12, 1917 in
Holland, Michigan. The Rev. and
Mrs. Stegeman were missionaries
to Japan after World War II,
Later they were both instructors at
Northwestern Academy. Mrs.
Stegeman taught Latin until
retiring several years ago. The
Stegeman Room in Ramaker
Library contains many Japanese
prints which were gifts from Mrs.
Stegeman in recent years.
Edgar Vermeer ('46) passed
away recently at the age of 49 at
his home near Boyden, Iowa. He
was a graduate of Northwestern
Junior College and Iowa State
University. He was also a veteran
of the Korean conflict. Edgar was
a former officer of the Iowa
Holstein Association and the Dairy
Herd Improvement Association.
Survivors include his widow, three
sons including Rohert ('78) and
three daughters, one brother and
two sisters Marjorie Vermeer ('56)
Chasse lIs and LueUa Vermeer ('48)
Smit. His parents also survive.
John A. Scholten ('24), age 70,
passed away May 22, 1977 at the
Colonial Manor Home in Madison,
Wisconsin after an illness of one
year. He was a graduate of Iowa
State University with an en-
gineering degree. Before retire-
ment a few years ago he was with
Forrest Products Laboratory, a
government agency in Madison.
He served as a civilian consultant"
to General Douglas McArthur
during World War II. He is
survived by two sisters and a
brother.
Ada Muilenburg ('06) Vander
Schaaf passed away December 12
at the Heritage House in Orange
City where she had resided for
three years. She was 90 at the time
of her death. She taught school
after her graduation from the NW
Academy and married the Rev. 1.J.
Vander Schaaf in 1910. Together
they served churches in North and
South Dakota, Michigan, Minne-
sota and Colorado until his death
in 1960. Mrs. Vander Schaaf is
survived by three sons, Merrill,
Robert ('40), and Howard ('43),
and four daughters, Ada, Mrs.
Henry Fisher, Laura ('33) Mrs.
Arnon Lensink, Ruth ('35) Mrs.
Willard Thompson, and Amy ('50)
Mrs. Donald Breisch. A sister
Hulda Muilenburg ('12) De J ong,
also survives.
Help us rate The ClassicJan La Forge ('76) and John
Wagenaar
Leon Korte ('75) and Solveig
Sperati
Emily Talbott ('75) and Terry
Andringa
Stephen Leeney ('77) and Henrietta
Overeem
Henry Te Paske ('77) and Karen L.
Robhins ('80)
Ann Doornink ('79) and Kevin If Northwestern were to print The Classic as a tabloid (newspaper format) to save money,
Van Otterloo ( ) I would be pleased. ( ) I would be less likely to read it.
David Hulsart ('77) and Kimberly ( ) I would suggest NW continue the present format regardless of cost.
Ann Duke THANK YOU.All who respond before March 15 Name
Ann Danielson ('73) and Kevin will receive the statistical results of the survey.
'\ Gramlich Send to Alumni Office, Northwestern College, Address
Orange City. Iowa 51041
j
Donald Kutnink ('79) and Terry .T ":':':'~---------------------- ....
-27--------
Which section or sections of The Classic do you most enjoy? Which do you find least interesting?
(Mark most enjoyed-with M and least with l)
( ) Alumni News, Marriages, Births, Necrology
( ) Alumni Feature
( ) Honor Roll of Donors
( ) Reflections
I ) Other
) Faculty-Staff Feature
) Features about Campus Happenings
) News Briefs
) Coming Attractions
How could the least interesting sections be improved?
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Where are
those '77
grads?
Joanne Abbink . . teaching high
school math, Battle Creek, Iowa;
Mary Ann Anker .. teaching 2nd
grade, Serena Hills School,
Flossmoor, Illinois; Shirley Ams ..
teaching 4th grade, Fenton, Iowa;
Keith Bales . . Cost Production
Dept., Algona Buildarama; Greg.
ory Beemink. teaching high
school biology and coaching,
Schaler, Iowa; Carol Blanken ..
Accountant, Pipestone, Mn.;
Cheri Block . . teaching girls'
physical education, Albert City;
Jerry Boersma. teacher's
assistantship, D. of Colorado at
Boulder; David C. Bomgaars . .
College of Veterinary Medicine,
Iowa State D.; Donley Bosch. ,
teaching high school math, Dows,
Iowa; Darcie Bowar .. resource
room teacher, Homer Nebraska;
Michael Cleveringa . . United
Federal Savings & Loan, Des
Moines; Daryl Copp .. Farming;
Mark Davis .. teaching business
education, Christian High School,
Manhattan, Montana; Kathleen
De Groot . teaching kinder-
garten, Sheldon, Iowa; Jeff De
Haan. U. of Iowa Medical
School; Dorothy De Sioover ..
Secretary, Forest City, Iowa;
David De Younge Life
Insurance salesman; Dee Debbink
returned to NW; Sheryl Den
Beste . teacher/librarian, 4th
grade, Ruthven, Iowa; Donna
Dirksen U. of Dubuque
Theological Seminary; Susan
Doomink VoIIink . advertising
staff, Sheldon Mail-Sun; Mark
Drake .. teaching elementary art,
Lake Mills, Iowa; Suzanne
Zoschke Oulmes .. homemaker;
Karen Dykema. Secretary,
Bismarck, N.D.; Janna Dykstra ..
teaching Christian School, Hills,
Minnesota; Ronald Falknor . .
grad school; La Monte Freerks ..
Law School, U. of Iowa; Laurinda
Frey .. teaching 1st grade, Rock
Valley; Barbara Gaalswyk Helm ..
homemaker; Ted George
College of Osteopathic Medicine &
Surgery, Des Moines; Daniel
Gould .. teaching 5th & 6th grade,
Sutherland, Iowa; Robert Haak ..
teaching & coaching, Colfax
Community School: William Hal-
let Jr. Grad School, Loyola
University; Kevin Halley
(cent. on page 21)
